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g—News In Brief

Elsewhere...
the Almoristed Pre.n

TRIPOLI, Libya — Libyan leader Col. Moammar Khadafy
says Americans and their NATO allies are a subhuman race in
his strongest statement against Westerners since Libya was
bombed by U.S. warplanes.
CAGAYAN DE ORO, Philippines — Separatists meet today to
declare independence from the Philippines, saying they will
create the Federal Republic of Mindanao. Military officers say
they oppose such a move but will not use force.
SARASOTA,Fla. — Charles R. Zimmerman,Carl Swanson and
Ordel E. Bradley are retirees who should be forgiven if they don't
seem eager to take a phone call these days. Each has been the object of intense telephone campaigns to give money to the
mysterious network of organizations surrounding political extremist Lyndon H. LaRouche.
WASHINGTON — The Reagan administration, in a move sure
to arouse controversy, is considering legislation that would circumscribe the authority of state governors over their National
Guard units.
WASHINGTON — AT&T, MCI and GTE-Sprint are planning
dramatic reductions in long-distance rates June 1, with AT&T
estimating the cost of out-of-town calls from home will go down
an average 8.9 percent.
LEXINGTON,Ky. — Five people were fatally stabbed, shot or
run over after spending the afternoon drinking, and two friends
who allegedly robbed them have been charged with one of the
murders.
WASHINGTON — Billy Graham says he won't make a big deal
out of any government big shots who might show up at his first
Washington crusade in a quarter-century.

From *theft

Dr. James W. Hammack Jr.

repori•

A group of Murray State
University regents opposed to
renewing President Kala
Stroup's contract is pushing for
a special meeting on the subject
before a new faculty regent that
supports Stroup joins the board.
Dr. James Hammack has
been elected to the seat on the
board being vacated in May by
Dr. Melvin Henley. Hammack,

professor of History, defeated
Dr. Richard Usher, Faculty
Senate president, in balloting by
faculty members this week.
The vote talley in the election
was 179 for Hammack and 91 for
Usher, an education professor.
Board Chairman William E.
Beasley has received three letters signed by at least four
regents requesting a special
meeting.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger IL
Times by 5.30 p m Monday
Friday or by 3:30 p.m Saturday
ore urged to call 733-1916 between 3:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays. Office Hours — a.m.-S
p.m. Monday thru Friday, II
•.m.-12 p.m. Saturday.

(('ont'd on page 6)

Reagan off on 12-day trip
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan'
embarked today on the longest trip of his
presidency, a 22,300-mile journey to the Far
East that will climax in Tokyo with a sevennation summit meeting set up to discuss
economics but likely to be dominated by the
specter of terrorism.
Reagan, in brief remarks as he left from Andrews Air Force Base just outside
Washington:said he is going to Asia "to reaffirm -and-renew our economic, strategic and
political ties."
"It is a journey we are very excited about,"
Reagan said, mentioning talks he will have in
Indonesia and Japan but making no reference
to terrorism, whose importance on the agenda
was evident from a new sign at the base gate.
"Terrorist_Condition.!Lit_saici "Threatcon
Alpha. Actual."
The sign, which went up following the U.S.
bombing raid against Libya early last week,
indicates actual counter-terrorism measures
are in effect and that they are not part of a test
but that the level of alert — Alpha — is
relatively low.
Reiterating the theme the White House has
sought to set for the trip, Reagan repeated its
"Winds of Freedom" slogan, saying, "They
are brisk and bracing winds, sweeping out the

old and, I believe, ushering in a new era of
freedom, an era in which democracy is once
again recognized as the new idea."
Asked whether he had any concern about
possible terrorist attacks directed against
him or Mrs. Reagan, he said, "I'm supertitious. I won't even mention it."
A.s he left the White House for the helicopter
ride to Andrews, hundreds of White House
employees gathered on - the South Lawn to --wave and cheer.
With a schedule designed to give the
75-year-old president time to adjust to the
13-hour time difference, Reagan will take a
week to reach Tokyo with rest stops in Hawaii
and the Indonesian island of Bali. He returns
to the United States via Anchorage, Alaska,on
May 7 at the era of-Th-6Idöey
At the start of his third presidential trip to
Asia, Reagan goes first to Los Angeles, where
he will rendezvous with his wife. Nancy, who
stopped in Phoenix to visit her aged mother.
After a private overnight stop, they fly to
Honolulu, where they will stay at a private
estate for two nights and are not scheduled to
make any public appearances after the president's brief remarks upon arrival at Hickam
Air Force Base.

President Ronald Reagan

Daylight Savings Time begins Sunday
WASHINGTON (AP — Americans will
shortly be able to enjoy more evening tennis, golf or cookouts — thanks to that extra
hour of daylight instituted as a wartime
measure but now used primarily for
recreation
It's time to spring forward to daylightsaving time.
The change takes effect at 2 a.m. Sunday,
although most people will set their clocks
ahead before retiring Saturday night.

It was during the anxious years 01 World
War I that Americans first took this step —
only 35 years after agreeing to a national
time system.
The summertime shift ahead, begun in
1918, was designed to save fuel by reducing
the need for lights in the evening, allowing
that energy to be turned to the war effort.
Daylight-saving continued in 1919 but
then was dropped as a deluge of protests
demanded that the system be abandoned in
peacetime. The time shift caused major

disruptions for rural residents in a nation
then primarily farm-oriented.
During World War II, when energy again
took paramount importance. daylightsaving time was reinstituted from 1942 to
1945 — only it was done on a year-round
basis under the title War Time.
After the war some states and localities
retained the practice, but there was no national consensus until 1966, when the current system was adopted by Congress

Council's budget report deemed 'good'
Murray city councilman L. D.
Miller was complimentary
toward city department heads
for "living within their
budgets." at Thursday's regular
meeting of the Murray city
council.
In summarizing the third

quarter city budget report.
Miller, who is chairman of the
council's budget and personnel
committee, said "this is an exceptionally good report."
Miller pointed out increases in
building permit fees and parking fines and meter violations as

two areas where the city hatalready received more than was
budgeted.
The council anticipated $5.000
in building permit revenues for
the current year and has,
through the end of March, collected $9,105.50, up 182 percent

Revenue from parking and
meter fines, budgeted at $2.500.
is up 176 percent with $4.311 being collected during the first
three-fourths of the city's fiscal
year.
(Cont'd on page

Aurora's big
Music Hall
planning for
May opening

Tonight, mostly clear. Low
around 60. South winds 5 to 10
mph. Saturday, mostly sunny
and continued warm. High in
the mid to upper 8Os.
Southwest wind 10 to 20 mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for pattly cloudy skies and
warm conditions Sunday and
Monday. and a chanoe of
show. .
Jey.

LAKE L 'VELS
Kentucky Lak( t
357.7
Barkley Lake
357.8

Beasley said Thursday he
does not oppose a special
meeting, but has not been able to
find a date when all 10 regents
can attend. He pointed out that
the board's regular quarterly
meetings are scheduled a year
in advance.
The board was reportedly split
5-5 following an executive ses-

Journey will climax in Tokyo

— Today's Index
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Hammack new regent

Senate panel studies tax plan
that ends itemized deducations
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate Finance Committee, which
has shown little support for any tax overhaul that reduces deductions, is considering a new plan — one that would repeal all
itemized deductions, including interest on a home mortgage.
The new proposal, presented Thursday by Chairman Bob
Packwood, R-Ore., would have a maximum individual tax rate of
25 percent, half the present top rate. But it would end the
preferential treatment for Individual Retirement Accounts and
capital gains.
The plan was presented to the Finance Committee at a closed
session that was called to breathe some life into the foundering
tax-overhaul issue, which President Reagan says is the top
domestic initiative of his second term.
Sources familiar with the meeting said Packwood did not seek
committee support for the new plan but simply put it on the table
for consideration as one option.
"It was received politely," said one member who attended.
Sen. Lloyd Bentsen, D-Texas, said the earlier Packwood plan
"appears to be headed down a dead-end street. I'm willing to explore the possibilities of the chairman's new proposal."
Sen. George Mitchell, D-Maine, offered a similar assessment.
'I'm for anything that will produce tax reform," he said.
Packwood talked to reporters only in passing, saying the
closed-door discussion had produced an interesting reaction. "It
certainly is worth pursuing more," he said.
Several members left the meeting expressing optimism that
the panel will be able to agree on a tax bill this year."My sense is
that people want to-proceed," said Siln. Bill Bradley, D-N.J.
Nevertheless, there was no indication that the closed session
removed any of the reluctance the committee has shown toward
reducing or eliminating several deductions and exemptions to
pay for lower tax rates.
The new proposal would go further in eliminating deductions
than would any other seriously considered by Congress this year
or last. It is similar to one originally proposed by the Treasury
Department in November 1984 — a plan that Reagan and the
House rejected as politically unrealistic.
These, according to several sources familiar with the latest
proposal, are among the key elements:
— Only two individual tax brackets, of 15 percent and 25 percent, compared with 14 brackets under present law for couples
and 15 for single people with rates ranging from 11 percent to 50
percent.
— The personal exemption, now $1,080 for 1986, would be raised
to $2,000 for everyone except those with incomes above $150,000,
who would get less.
— No itemized deductions would be permitted.
—Deferred taxation for Individual Retirement Accounts would
be repealed.
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HELPING THE NEEDY — Murray State University's football team is culminating its spring practice
season with the annual Blue-Gold Game Saturday at MSU's Roy Stewart Stadium. Admission to the
game is a canned food item, which will be donated to Need line of Murray. Shown are, left to right. Tony
Woodie, captain of the Blue squad: F:uple Ward, executive director of Need Line of Murray:
Frank
Reamer, head football coach at MSI . and Charlie Wiles, captain of the White squad. The game starts at
noon.
St.11
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Tentatively scheduled to open
in April, Kenlake Music Hall's
opening date has been extended
to late May. due to the death of
partner .Adron Thompson. Mr.
Thompson died suddenly on
February 2. 1986 at his place of
business in Camden. Tennessee.
Benny Jaggers and Jewell
Adams. the other principals in
the Music Hall have continued
the development and the Music
Hall now stands at a nearly completed stage.
Benny Jaggers, president of
the Music Hall stated, "Mr
Thompson was a fine man and a
good partner and we will miss
him greatly. However, we will
continue the operation and will
present some of the finest stage
shows
and
entertainment
available anywhere. We wish to
thank the people of this area for
(C(int'd on page 2)
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A Pulitzer Prize-winning
writer will be the instructor for
classes in journalism nonfiction
as one of three choices for participants at the 16th annual
Jesse Stuart Writing Workshop
June 5-8 at Murray State
University.
John Ed Pearce, associate
editor and syndicated columnist
for the Louisville Courier Journal. will teach workshop
students how to develop the factual article at the four-day
event. He also taught at the 1985

FRIDAY, APRIL 25, NM

workshop
Pearce began his career in
Pjournalism in 1938 as a reporter
for Time-Life and United Press.
After World War II, he edited
the Somerset (Ky.) Journal
before joining the CourierJournal staff in 1946 as editor
and editorial writer.
He shared in the Pulitzer
Prize for a series of articles on
strip-mine legislation and has
received numerous other
aw'ards, including being named

Kentucky's Outstanding Journalist by Sigma Delta Chi professional journalism society.
Aside from his work in
newspapers, Pearce has
published several dozen articles
and short stories for national
magazines, a novel, a volume of
history and several television
plays. He has been an adviser
and speech writer for four Kentucky governors.
Currently he is working on a
biography and a volume of Ken-

tucky history
The workshop is sponsored by
the Department of English and
the College of Humanistic
Studies at Murray State.
Other areas of study at the
writing workshop are science
fiction/fantasy, taught by Dr.
Jean Lorrah, science fiction
writer and professor of English
at Murray State, and children's
literature with Lois Wickstrom,
another of children's books and
poetry and a columnist for Child

Life magazine.
The registration fee for the
four-day workshop is $60 for
students and $85 for nonstudents with room and board
available on campus at
reasonable rates. Enrollment is
limited.
The workshop is named for the
late Eastern Kentucky author
who became known around the
world for his novels, poetry,
short stories and other writings.
The Pogue Special Collections
Library at Murray State is the

depository for his collection of
writings and memorabilia.
Stuart, who directed the
workshop himself in its early
years, died in February 1984.
For additional information
about the workshop or registration details, write to: Dr. Kent
Forrester, Director, Jesse
Stuart Writing Workshop,
Department of English, Murray
State University, Murray, Ky.,
42071, or call (502) 762-2401 or
762-4538.

Fashion Expo
Sale
14.99

Save on You Babes R
plaid coordinates.
Orig $19 to $22. Rev up your wardrobe
and set the pace in these sassy plaid
coordinates Functional combinations of
tops and bottoms in appealing fabncs
Junior sizes.

Sale 9.99
Your choice of
ladies' belts.
Reg.$14. This fashion assortment of
..wornerisieather bettsinclud.esthe latest
widths and buckles In fashion shades

Only
19.99
New Attitude coordinates combine
comfort and good looks with classic
results Choose from eight coordinated
pieces, from camp shirts to pants or skirts
Misses'sizes

Our JCPenney Satisfaction Policy:
Your satisfaction is our goal To serve the
public as nearly as we can to its complete
satisfaction That's the Penney idea If
you're not satisfied with your purchase or
service, let us know, and we'll do our best
to make you happy

Woman's Club kick off
The kick-off drive for the Murray Woman's Club sponsorsip of the
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair Queen contest has been
announced. Members of the club will soon be calling on local merchants to assist in sponsoring this popular, annual event. The
sponsorhip of this activity is a general club function. Pictured
above Shirley Martin of the Murray Woman's Club is shown
receiving a check for $10 from Roy McKendree of Roy's Phar•
macy for one of the first sponsorships.
Photo to) lisJ

Khadafy calls Americans
uncivilized and subhuman
TRIPOLI, Libya (API — Libyan leader Col. Moammar
Khadafy told Soviet journalists
that Americans and their NATO
allies are uncivilized and
subhuman.
-In an interview shown late
Thursday on Libyan television,
Khadafy said, "It seems they
are a species in between pigs
and humans. They have not
developed to the level of normal
humans."
There was no indication when
the 20-minute interview was
filmed but the official Soviet
news agency Tass reported
parts of it Wednesday from
Moscow. The Tass report did not
mention Khadafy's opinion of
Westerners.

Council...
(Cont'd from page 1)

Reg

$4 to
$8 off

cotton carnp shirt

$17

Cotton pants

$30

Poly/cotton camp short

$19

pleated shorts

$16

Shaker sweater

$23

Solid skirt

$26

V-neck vest(not shown)

$27

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray. Ky. 42071
Office 759-1400
Catalog '-800-2224161
Prices Effactive Friday & Saturday

Sale
12.99
21.99
14.99
11.99
17.99
19.99
21.99

Open
Mon -Sat 9 a m to 9 pm
Sun 12 30 to 5 30 p m

Your choice

Sale
9.99
Your choice
Sale 11.99

Orig. $15. Youll love the sporty good
looks, the easy pullover styling of these
porytotton knit tops Match with our sold
shorts Mosseskizes
Orig. $16. Spirited summer tops in stnpes
or dots feature button-front stifling Pair
with our elastic waist slacks for a total loOk
hAssses• sizes

UCPenney

Also at Thursday's meeting,
Mayor Holmes Ellis announced
that bids had been opened by the
state highway department on
extension of Glendale Road to
connect S. 12th Street (U.S. 6411
and Ky. 121.
The low bid of $595,534 was
submitted by Wilkihs Construction Co., of Paducah llii said.
The mayor pointed out that he
had been advised by highway officials that the project will include sidewalks on both the
north and south sides of the
three-lane street.
The bid is expected to be formally awarded in the near
future and construction could
start within 30 days, city officials said.
In other business, the council:
— Recognized Boy Scout
Troop 45 whose members attended the meeting as part of
their Citizenship in the Community merit badge
requirements;
— Authorized the drafting of a
resolution recognizing the contributions to the community
made by Dr. Hugh L. Houston,
who died Wednesday at the age
of 77.
— Took under advisement a
suggestion that state and university officials be asked to conduct
a traffic survey to determine the

Khadafy. seated at a desk with
a picture of him in military
uniform in the background, also
said the United States intended
to kill him when it attacked the
Libyan ports of Tripoli and
Benghazi on April 15.
The Reagan administration
denies that and says the raid
was on military targets and terrorist training centers. U.S. officials say the raid was in
retaliation for what they say is
Libyan backing of terrorist attacks on Americans, particularly the April 5 bombing of a West
Berlin nightclub frequented by
U.S. servicemen. One American
soldier and a Turkish woman
died in that attack.

impact the construction of
MSU's new industry and
technology building at Five
Points will have on traffic flow
at the intersection.
— Was advised by Mayor Ellis
that ,committee had met with
university officials concerning
neighbors being disturbed by
noise from some fraternity
houses in residential areas. Ellis
said the MSU administration indicated the city should control
such disthrbances in whatever
way city officials determine is
proper.
Police Chief Paul Jerry Lee
indicated to the council that he
has instructed MPD officers to
request revelers to quieten their
parties on the first complaint
but if officers are called back to
a scene the second time, they
should issue disorderly conduct
and/or unnessary noise
citations

Music Hall...
(Cont'd from page 1)
their fine support and wish to
assure them of our untiring efforts to deliver to the people of
this community, an entertainment attraction of the finest
quality with the best in family
entertainment for both residents
and tourists."
Exact opening date to be announced soon

•
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royko says

South shows
the way
The first regional election
in the presidential primary
season of 1988 will be in the
South. That's good news for
the Democratic Party, because it will strengthen the
position of centrist candidates for the Democratic
nomination for president.
Only a centrist Democrat can
win the Southern primary.
And no Democrat will be able
to succeed Ronald Reagan
without strong support in the
solid South.
Even Republicans can rejoiceP The stability of our representative democracy rests
upon the two-party system.
The system needs two parties, each representing a
broad cross-section of the
electorate and each capable
of challenging the other for
the mandate to govern.
The South used to hold a
veto over the Democratic
nomination for president. The
convention rule requiring a
two-thirds majority for the
nomination gave the South
that veto power. But, with
leadership from President
Franklin D. Roosevelt, the
rule was repealed by the 1944
convention of the party. And,
in anger, the Dixiecrats
walked out of the 1948 convention, which they could no
longer control.
But the South remained a

business mirror
NEW YORK (AP) — Can you
imagine wearing a tiny electronic device under your skin so
that market researchers could
monitor your innermost reactions to a television
commercial?
Or how about dealing with a
supermarket that keeps a computerized history of what you
buy, and compiles suggested
shopping lists for you every
week complete with discount
coupon offers?

controlling factor in the national elections. It took electoral votes from the South to
elect Harry Truman of Missouri in 1948, John Kennedy
(with Lyndon Johnson of
Texas as his running mate) in
1960, and Jimmy Carter of
Georgia in 1976. Johnson's
victory in 1964 was so sweeping that he could have won
without the South, which he
carried handily. But, when
the South defected, Democratic candidates lost to Republicans — to Dwight Eisenhower, Richard Nixon and
Ronald Reagan.
There is no good reason for
giving the eccentric state of
New Hampshire, which is not
even typical of its own New
England region, a position of
inordinate importance in deciding the Democratic nomination, simply because the
Granite State has chosen an
abnormally early date for its
presidential primary election.
The Southern primary,
which will involve nine and
possibly 12 Southern and border states, will be held two
weeks after the New Hampshire primary. It will be far
more significant and influential. And it should be followed, in later years, by similar regional primaries in the
Northeast, the Midwest and
the Far West.

by skip wollenberg
monitoring viewing habits of the
entire group.
- The area chosen generally has
supermarkets with price scanning equipment at the checkout
counter. Families in the sample
group get identification cards
that they show the checkout
clerk whenever they buying
something at the supermarket
or drug store.

The devices on the TV sets
enable researchers to send test
‘ommercials to parts of the
Sound farfetched? An ex- sample group, overriding norecutive at one of the nation's
mal programming without tippleading market research firms ing off viewers that they are getdoesn't think so.
ting something different than
Lawrence N. Gold, vice presi- their neighbors.
dent for marketing at A.C.
Advertisers can test new comNielsen Co.'s E RIM Information
mercials this way, or see how
Services, said implanted senbuying more commercial time
sors and computer-generated
or buying time at different parts
shopping lists could each be acof the day affects sales.
cepted marketing tools within a
One part of the sample group
decade.
could be seeing three commercials for a particular product
Gold's firm specializes in
each week, while another portesting marketing approaches
tion of it may be seeing six. The
for major food and drug comresearchers can track what
panies. That puts him in position
families buy and compare that
to stay abreast of the
to how many commercials they
technological developments that
may have seen.
could drive future marketing
Jane Brown, a test marketing
efforts.
consultant for General Foods
Technology already has
Corp. in White Plains, N.Y., said
helped trim the costs of bringing
her company has either used or
out new products and testing ad
has signed up for electronic
strategies for some manufactesting services from Nielsen,
turers, Gold said.
Burke and Information
Nielsen, based in Deerfield,
Resources.
Ill., has been offering an electronic testing service since last
She said electronic testing has
July. Similar services are ofreduced the costs both of bringfered by Burke Marketing Sering out a new product and
vices Inc., based in Cincinnati,
testing new commercial
and Information Resources Inc.,
approaches.
based in Chicago.
She said that for new oproWhile the services differ "in
ducts, electronic testing allows
detail, the generafidea is this:
manufacturers to use smaller
Researchers select a test
test markets than was needed
market, pick a sample of
under less sophisticated testing
several thousand households
conditions. Fewer examples of
within it and install equipment
the product need be produced,
on the sample group's television
sales and distribution costs are
sets so the researchers can send
lower and there is no need to buy
commercials to some while
time on local television stations.

They hate drug pushers, but...
One of the favorite themes of
the LaRouchites is that they hate
drug pushers. They rant about
deugs and vow to chase the
pushers with tanks. They accuse
everyone from the queen of
England to reporters of being
part of an international drug ring.
So, let me tell you an amusing
little story about the LaRouchites
and drug pushers.
A few years ago, people from
an organization that called itself
the National Anti-Drug Coalition
began turning up at airports, at
PTA meetings, ringing doorbells
and in other places.
They talked about the evils of
drug use and how they were a national organization that was
fighting it.
With millions of worried
parents in this country, it's not
difficult to find a receptive audience when you talk about being
against drugs.
Nor is it hard to get people to
contribute money to such a
crusade.
But there were those who
became curious about precisely
what the National Anti-Drug
Coalition was and where the
money they were collecting was
going.
The curious included reporters,
the office of the Tllinois Attorney.

seven suburbs that had told them
Ciardelli, no dummy,cooperated
to stop soliciting money, and the
with the prosecutors. He got a
B'nai B'rith, which had blown the
year in jail and five years of
whistle on their anti-Semitism.
probation.
Unfortunately
for
the
So, what we had was
LaRouchites, a judge was not imremarkable
pairing:
the
pressed. He found that most of
LaRouchites posing as anti-drug
the lawsuit was nonsense and a
crusaders to raise money. while
lot of it was incoherent and irrelebeing represented by a lawyer
vant. Which can be said about
who was part of a major drug
most of the LaRouchites.
ring himself.
But something else occurred
And Most of the LaRouchites
that was even more embarrassyou see on TV, still maithing off
ing to the LaRouchites.
about how they hate drug
The LaRouchites' lawyer in
pushers, were part of that odd
this case was a man named Viccoupling.
tor Ciardelli.
As an example, there is Janice
And it turned out that Ciardelli
Hart. the shrill young woman
was truly an expert in drug
who won an Illinois primary.
pushing.
Last week, Mrs. Hart appeared
It seems that while he was inin court on charges of harassing
volved with the National Antia clergyman. I won't try to exDrug Coalition, he was also helpplain why she harassed him. It's
ing launder money from a major
too nutty.
drug-smuggling operation that
But Mrs. Hart didn't have her
operated in the South and
original lawyer when she came to
Southwest United States.
court.
It was a huge drug deal, involvThat's because her original
ing dozens of smugglers, millions
lawyer in this case was Ciardelli,
of dollars, tons of marijuana,and
who can't represent • anyone
mounds of cocaine.
where he's at.
Ciardelli's job was to filter the
So, the next time Mrs. Hart
millions of dollars in profits
starts yelling about drugs and
through foreign banks for the
calling reporters drug pushers,
smugglers.
somebody should ask her what
The feds finally nailed the ring,
makes her an expert. Her
indicting more than 40 people. lawyer?

Ten years ago
Mrs. John Pasco, librarian,
and students at Roberson
Elementary School- are pictured
inspecting a plaque received by
the library media center for its
first place award in class A for
the Kentucky Audio Visual
Association Media Improvement award.
Calloway High Future
Busin_Leader___of__America
Students are pictured with
awards won at the state convention. Winners included Randy
Hutchens, Kathy Calhoun,
Kevin Bowen, Teresa Erwin,
Stanley Anderson, Keying
Penick, Shari Tucker, Gail
Brame.
Murray High School junior
Mel Purcell captured the singles
crown in the 18-year-old division
at the Louisville Tennis Club Indoor invitational tournment.
Twenty years ago
Births announced include a
son, Russell Allen, born to Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Lee Turner
April 21; and a daughter. Kelli
Noel, born to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Nix Crawford April 22.
The Murray State golf team,
led by Ron Acree with a threeunder 69, defeated Southeast
Missouri 15-3 in a match played
at Gilbertsville.
Good catches of crappie were
reported in inlets and bays and
along shallows banks in Kentucky Lake by anglers using
minnows for bait.
Thirty years ago
Betty Lou Crutcher. a fifth
grade student at Murray Training School, was the winner of the
Good Posture poster contest
sponsored by the Jackson Purchase Chiropractic Associaton.
Murray Lions Club treasurer
Joe Pat Ward was pictured
presenting funds for the purchase of a new oxygen tent for
Murray Hospital to Karl Warming, hospital administrator.
Mrs. Orval Austin, Mrs.
Harry Hawkins, Mrs. Zeffie
Woods. Mrs. C. B. Crawford and
Mrs. B. F. Scheriffius attend the
Western Kentucky Presbyterial
meeting in Owensboro.
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General, and officials of several
Chicago suburbs where the
organization was soliciting funds.
A little snooping disclosed that
the National Anti-Drug Coalition
was just another front group for
Lyndon LaRouche, the cult
leader and former Marxist.
It also was found that the
organization wasn't complying
with the state laws requiring
fund-raisers to show how much
money they've taken in and
what's being done with-it. r
The purpose of these laws is to
prevent people like LaRouche
from conning the innocent into
thinking that they're giving their
money to a worthy cause, when
they are helping finance
LaRouche's
ambitions.
When these disclosures were
made, the LaRouchites responded with one of their favorite tactics — the counterattack. They
went into Federal Court and sued
everybody who was after them.
Oh,it was a huge suit filled with
accusations that they were the
victims of sinister cofispiracies
and high-level persecution.
They sued the Illinois attorney
general and several of his
assistants for checking out their
finances; a newspaper and a
reporter who wrote about them;

looking back

Miirray Ledger & Times
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YOU KIDS COULD AFFORD ThliS HOuSE

washington today
WASHINGTON ( AP I — The
U.S. air raid on Libya reopened
a crack in America's relations
with its main allies, and
diplomats are working overtime
to patch it before the summit in
Tokyo on May 4-6.
The Reagan administration
argued that the attack nudged
Common Market countries into
taking small steps toward adopting the sweeping diplomatic
and economic sanctions the
United States seeks against Libyan leader Moammar Khadafy
to curb his support of terrorists.
The 12 Common Market
governments agreed to cut the
size of Libyan diplomatic missions, to reduce their own
representation in Libya and to
restrict the movement of Libyans in West Europe.
U.S. officials publicly hailed
those steps but said they would
press for more in working level
conferences leading up to the
Tokyo meeting and at the summit itself.
President Reagan forecast
that the leaders of the seven industrialized nations "probably
WRITE .4 I.ETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the
writer's address and phone
number must be included for
verification. The phone number
will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible
and should be on topics of
general interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
Editors reser% e the right to
condense or reject any letter
and limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor: The Murray Ledger &
Times, lios 1040. Murras •
42071.
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by bryan brumley
will find. in Tokyo, that we all
are in more agreement than
some of the impressions that
have been given."
"I think that we can continue
the cooperation we've had and
enlarge upon it and bring this to
an end," Reagan told reporters
from Europe and Japan on
Thursday. expressing an optimism that few of his allies appeared to share.
As television carried pictures
of the damage caused by the
U.S. raid, tens of thousands of
West' Europeans took to the
streets in protests reminiscent
of anti-American demonstrations during the Vietnam War or
after the U.S. decision to
develop the neutron_-bomb or
against the deployment of U.S.
intermediate-range weapons in
Europe.
A British woman, interviewed
on U.S. television, said that
Europeans. unlike Americans.
remembered World War II bombardments and sympathized
with Libyan civilians who were
hurt or lost relatives in the
attack.
In the North Atlantic Treaty
alliance. only -Britain and
Canada endorsed the raid Most
Arab and Moslem states denounced it in strong terms and
even Thailand. a key U.S. ally in
Southeast Asia. voted for a
resolution in the U.N. Security
Council condemning
Washington.
Japan. which relies heavily on
Middle Eastern oil, was silent.
The raid -obviously brought

strains to the surface that had
been there for a while... They
are chronic strains within the
alliance," said Helmut Sonnenfeldt, a senior member of the
White House National Security
Council from 1969 to 1974.
"There is a general sense tin
Europe I that the United States
tends to overdo these things."
said Sonnenfeldt. now a guest
scholar at the Brookings Institution in Washington.
Additionally. said Sonnenfeldt. the raid aggravated •'a
longstanding feeling in Europe
that we are not handling the
Middle East overall correctly.
because of our friendship with
Israel and our failure to address
the Palestinian issue •'
Experts outside government
agree with Reagan that the
crack will be mended.
"The situation in NATO is constantly desperate but not
serious. I don't see ( the raid) as
a watershed or anything of that
sort." said Michael Freney. a
senior fellow at the Georgetown
University Center for Strategic
and International Studies.
And even as Europeans were
protesting against what
America did. U.S. officials tried
to persuade allied governments
to further action.
As part of the campaign. U.S.
Attorney General Edwin Meese
III and FBI Director William
Webster met Thursday with
cabinet ministers from Common
Market nations to discuss antiterrorist cooperation among
police and intelligence services.

thoughts in season
liv ken N olf
Anyone who has ever seen a
determined woman fight for a
•place in the sun" for herself —
or for her children — will appreciate these words taken from

the autobiography of the
American humorist Will Rogers:
I doubt if a charging
elephant, or rhino, is as
determined, orhard to
check, as a socially ambitious mother.
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communityr events
Friday, April 25
There will be round
and square dancing at
the Lynn Grove Roller
Rink from 7:30 to 11
p.m. Music will be provided by the
Sharcroppers.
- --Playhouse in the Park
will present Agatha
Christie's suspense
thriller, "Witness for
the Prosecution" at 8
p.m.
---The Murray State
University Choir will
present a free concert at
8 p.m. in the Annex
Recital Hall of the Doyle
Fine Arts Center.
---The Murray Singles
Connection wit meet at
People's Bank at 6 p.m.
and carpool to Paris and
attend Fish Fry
activities.
---A "Good News
America, God Loves
You" revival concludes
at the Cherry Corner
Baptist Church at 7 p.m.
_
Saturday. April 26
The West Kentucky
Quarter Horse Association Show will begin at 9
a.m. at Fredonia at the
former Marsh Cliff

Saturday. April 28
Stables. There is no admission eharge. For
more information call
Cindy Johnson at
502)965-4788.
---Palestine Methodist
Church Youth
Fellowship will sponsor
a bake sale in front of
Wal-Mart and Kroger.
All proceeds will go to
St. Jude's Hospital and
the Lions Club Telethon.
---The Murray State
University Alumni Banquet wil be held at 7
p.m. in the Curris
Center Ballroom.
Reservations are $8 per
plate and may be made
at the Alumni Affairs office at (502) 762-3737 or
762-6926.
---Murray Lodge 105 F.&
A.M. are having a ham
breakfast at Lodge hall
from 6 to 10:30 a.m.
---Playhouse in the Park
will present Agatha
Christie's suspense
thriller, "Witness for
the Prosecution" at 8
p.m.
---Murray Kiwanis Gun
and Knife Show will be
from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. at

Saturday. April 26
the Calloway County
Middle • Sehool This is
west Kentucky's oldest
gun show.
---The third West Kentucky Open Chess tournament will begin with
registration from 8:30 to
9:15 a.m. and rounds at
9:30 a.m., 12:30 and 4:30
p.m. in the Mississippi
Room of the Curris
Center at Murray State
University. Entry fee is
$12 in advance or $15 at
the site. For more information contact Dr.
Wayne Bell ( 502 1
762-6892.
---- The Murray State
University Foundation
Board of Trustees will
meet at 9 a.m. in the
Wells Hall Board Room.
---Elementary, junior
high and senior high
school students from
West Kentucky will participate in the West Kentucky region's sixth annual International Com-_
puter Problem Solving
Contest beginning at 10
a.m. in Racer Arena at
Murray State
University.
---The Murray State
Universty Blue-Gold
scrimmage football
game will begin at noon
in Steward Stadium. Admission is one item of
canned food to be
donated to Need Line of
Murray. In lieu of a canned item, any donation
to Need Line will be
accepted.
---The Murray State
University Twilight Invitational Track Meet
will be from 4:30 to 10:30
p.m. in Steward
Stn.dium. Men's and
women's teams from Illinois, Kentucky, Indiana and Ohio will
mpete. No admission
charge.
- --There will be an art
exhibition on display at
the First National Bank
in downtown Mayfield
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
---Sunday. April 27
Calvary Temple will
be beginning a Miracle
Week. The evangelist is
Rev. Everett Gagnon,
from Bowling Green,
Ohio. The services will
begin at 6:30.
---A club scrabble tournament will be held at
the Oaks Country Club
at 1 p.m. For more information call the pro
shop at 753-6454.
----

Kim
Edmonds,
bride-elect of Kevin
Adams has selected
"their houseware items
and accessories with
us. Kim and Kevin
will be married June
_28.

•

Chestnut Street
Murray. Ky.

,;"•-.\

Phone

(7-itatitatuf) 753-2571

We are pleased to
announce that Jan
Rose, bride-elect of
Lyndon Wheeler.
has chosen her
china, crystal and
accessories from our
complete
bridal
registry. Jan and
Lyndon will be married June 21.

753-4641
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Today's Free
"Sneak-A-Peek"
On The Disney ChanneL

Sunday, April 27
An outdoor singing
begins at 2-p.m. at independent United
Methodist Church with
the Freedom Singers
hosting. Groups from
Brooks Chapel, Bethel
and Temple Hill churches will participate.
Lawn chairs suggested,
home-made ice cream
will be served. In case of
rain the singing will be
held indoors.
---The Murray Kiwanis
Gun and Knife show
concludes at the
Calloway County Middle
School. The show is open
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
- --The Western Kentucky Team Chess
Championship will
begin with registration
from 8:30 to 9:15 a.m.
and rounds at 9:30 a.m.,
1 and 5 p.m. in the
Mississippi Room of the
Curris Center at Murray
State University. Entry
fee $20 in advance or $25
at the site. For teams of
four people plus one optional alternate. For
more information contact Dr. Wayne Bell
(502) 762-6892.
-- -The Paducah Symphony Orchestra concert will begin at 3 p.m.
in Lovett Auditorium at
Murray State University. Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club in conjunction with Murray
State. Admission $7
adults, $5 students.
Tickets are available at
th Curris Center Information Desk (502)
762-2020 or in the College
of Fine Arts and Communication (502)
762-4516.
- --The Murray Single
Connection will be
meeting in front of

Sunday. April 27
Overby Honda for biking and picnic. Those attending need to bring a
sack lunch.

City school menus given

day hot ham and cheese,
sloppy Joe.
Murray Middle School
French fries, pizza
.The. Mills _Manor,
and salad bar are
Mayfield. will be sponavailable daily. Monday
soring the Mayfest Cabstuffed tomato with
bage Patch Pageant at 2
tuna, cheeseburger.
p.m. for more informaTuesday roast beef
tion contact Jenny
sandwich, hot ham and
Westbrook at 247-7890 or
cheese. Wednesday
the Mayfield-Graves
chicken and rolls, fish
County Chamber of
sandwich. Thursday
Commerce at 247-6101.
turkey roast with rolls,
cheeseburger. Friday
Monday, April 28
corn dog. hamburger.
A special four-session
Carter and
course titles "Business
Robertson
AppIrcations of Lotus
Monday hamburger,
1-2-3-'2 begins. The class
grilled cheese. Tuesday
will be offered at Murcorn dog, bar b que
ray State University on
sandwich. Wednesday
Monday evenings. Seschicken and rolls, green
sions are scheduled
rpeas, creamed potatoes.
from 6 to 9 p.m. on each
Thursday
date in the Microcomcheeseburger, chef
puter Center in Room
salad. Friday balogna
204 of the Business
and cheese sandwich,
Building. A fee of $95
peanut butter sandwich.
per person will cover in---structions and
The New Providence
The menus for
materials.
Homemakers club held Calloway County
---their April meeting at Schools for the week of
The LPN Association Debbra Puckett's home.
April 28 to May 2 have
District 17 unit 1 will
Patsy Pittman gave been released as
meet on the third floor the devotion "Dorcas, a
follows.
classroom of Murray- Woman in the Bible."
Calloway High School
Calloway County She later lead the
Pizza, hamburgers,
Hospital at 7 p.m.
recreation.
cheeseburgers and
Stephanie Roberts
Adult- Great Books
gave the lesson "Colors
discussion group will
for You."
meet at 7 p.m. in the
Hostess Debbra
Calloway County Public
Puckett served
Library annex. "The
refreshments.
Misanthrope," by
Other members preMoliere will be dicusssent were Marla
ed. Anyone who has
Thomason, Shirley
read the book is
Rahrbaugh, Sylvia
welcome to attend.
-Puckett and Dorval.
Tuesday, April 29
Hendon.
The 48th annual
Children present were
Faculty/Staff Senior April Thomason,
Breakfast will begin at 8 Whitney Puckett, Der:
a.m. in the Curris rik Edwards and Jacob
Center ballroom at Mur- Falwell.
ray State University.
The next meeting will
For ticket information be May 13 at 1 p.m. at
call 762-6831.
the home of Marla
Thomason.
The menus for Murray Public Schools for
the week of April 28 to
May 2 have been released as follows. A variety
of fruits and vegetables
and milk and fruit drink
are served daily.
Murray High School
Pizza and potato bar
available daily. Monday
burritoes,
cheeseburger. Tuesday
footlong hot dog with
chili, bar b que pork
sandwich. Wednesday
fried chicken with rolls,
hamburger. Thursday
tacos, grilled cheese
with tomato soup. Fri.

Providence
Homemakers
club meets

P.E.O. has recent meeting
Members of Chapter
M of the P.E.O.
Sisterhood met in the
home of Mrs. Harry
Sparks Saturday, April
19. The business session
and program followed a
delicious luncheon
where tables were
centered with unique
bouquets of wild
flowers. A large arrangement of dogwood
blossoms graced the
fireplace area.
Mrs. Harlan Hodges,
chaplain, based her
devotions on Psalm 27.
Reports were given by
local chairman for three
of the Sisterhood's
Educational Projects.
Mrs. N.T. Beal
outlines the goals of the
International Scholarship Fund, stating that
grants are made to

foreign women for the year's series on Kengraduate study to tucky. Mrs. Gregory's
enaile them to return to assignment had been on
their_ countries in posi- industries and watertions of leadership.
ways in the state.
Mrs. John Gregory
Mrs. Gregory spoke of
told of requirements for the close association
applicants to the Educa- betweem industry and
tional Loan Fund which water transportation
has been lending money and described different
for scholarship aid to areas of the state where
thonsands of young these occur. She conwomen since 1907.
cluded her program
Miss Ann Herron told iwht a description of the
of a new program at Murray industrial
Cottey College, which is plants, the numbers of
owned by the persons employed in
Sisterhood, in holding each and the farsummer adult sessions ranging markets for the
for P.E.O. members products produced
and their husbands.
locally.
Introducing the proNo first meeting of the
gram to be presented by chapter will be held in
Mrs. Gregory, Mrs. May because of the
John Twomey, chair- state convention in
man, spoke of its being
the concluding study in (Cont'd on page 11)
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MURRAY THEATRES
Cheri • Gine • 24 HR. TEL. 753-3314
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TOM HANKS
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SHELLEY LONG
(1:30. 3:20) 7:10, 9:00

CHERI 3
POLICE ACADEMY 3:
BACK IN TRAINING
RUN FOR COVER' ED
(1:30, 3:10) 7:05, 8:55
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7S
7 PIMME
DEE
(1:30, 3:35) 7:05, 9:15

The Real Life Adventures
Of A Make-Relieve Cop.
(1:30. 3:15) 7:05. 9:00

(Chen Theatre Alf
1008 Chestnut
Bel-Air Center
Call 753-5005

St

Mrs. Mary June Sinema

Sinema is speaker
for Dietetics Club
Mrs. Mary June SinBusiness included
nema, Food Service purchasing a Nutrition
Manager at Winslow Textbook for the Home
Cafeteria on the Murray Economics Department
State Unversity Cam- at the University of the
pus, was the , guest South Pacific in Suva,
speaker at the April Fiji. This was a donameeting of the Dietetics tion to a project of Dr.
Club.
Virginia Slimmer in
Mrs. Sinnema is a order to supply the Fiji
Registered Dietitican campus with necessary
and she lives in Paris, resources for study.
Tenn. She attended UT
Other business includMartin and graduated
for the University of ed making final plans
Tennessee at Knoxville. for a social at the home
She received her of the club's advisor,
Masters Degree from Sally DuFord, R.D., to
the University of end the spring semester
activities and to elecl
Illinois.
She spoke to the new officers for the
members about her 1986-87 school year. The
career in dietetics and social will be April 25 at
•answered questions 6:30 p.m. and all club
members are urged to
related to the dietetic internship and oppor- attend, according to
tunities in the dietetic club President, Rebecca
Noffsinger.
field.

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
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Subscribe to The Disney Channel.
Act now! Call today for details.
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Ralph Macchio
Joe Seneca
(1:30, 3:20) 7:10, 9:10
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salad bar available daily. Monday hot dog,
chicken nuggets. Tuesday blt with
-cheesesticks, crispy
fish. Wednesday hot
ham and cheese, pizzaghetti. Thursday
turkey and dressing,
fish sandwich. Friday
burritoes and chill,
pimento cheese with
vegetable soup.
Calloway Middle School
Pizza and salad bar
available every day.
Monday fish sandwich,
chicken fried steak.
Tuesday bacon and
cheese sandwich,
spaghetti with meat
sauce. Wednesday
cheeseburger, sliced
turkey and gravy.
Thursday bar b que
sandwich,fried chicken.
Friday chili dog, burritoes and chili.
Calloway Elementary
Monday pizza,
cheeseburger. Tuesday
chef salad with ham and
cheese, bar b que sandwich. Wednesday taco
salad, tuna fish sandwich. Thursdlor sliced
turkey with gravy, chili
dog. Friday pizzaghetti,
turkey club.
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Treat yourself tonight'
14 Oz. T-Bone
Includes choice of potato, $
tossed salad and French
bread

95

Thursday. Friday & Saturday Evening Only
(April 24 26)

ALL YOU CAN EAT BONELESS
FISH OR CATFISH STEAKS
$425

'Every Thurs

Fro & Set Evening

Homeplace Family Restaurant
1906 Coldwater Rd

759 1864
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Murray Music Teachers has
annual student piano recital
The Murray Music
Teachers Association
held its Spring piano
recital in the Choir
Room of the Fine Arts
Buildings , at _Murray
State University on Sun.
day, April 20.
The room and piano
were decorated with
helium filled balloons in
colors of aqua, yellow
and pink tied, with curly
streamers. The theme
of the recital, "Spring
Scherzoid — The Piece
Is Right," was a take-off
on the television show,
"The Price is Right."
Scherzoid is a combination of a scherzo
which is a musical joke
and the word schizoid
which refers to a
psychological state.
Contestant cards were
drawn from a large
cowboy hat and
Mistress of Ceremonies,
Shirley Johnson, announced the next student performer and the
selection to be played.
She then urged them to
"Come on down!" as the
audience applauded.
The students and
teachers were dressed
in costumes relating to
their selections or the
main theme. Two
special guest artists for
the rectal Elsie
Flagwimple playing
"Furry Elise in A Major" by the well-known
composer Beat Thoven
and Laticia Winchester
performed several folk
songs on her troubadour
harp. Teachers with
students in the recital
were Shirley Johnson,
Dorothy Mason and
Margaret Wilkins.
Other MMTA teachers
also attending were
Susan Chamberlain and
Liz Conklin.

The Murray Woman's Club will have a dinner
meeting on Thursday. May 8, at 6:30 p.m. at the
club house. Reservations at $6 per person with
checks payable to Opal Smith should be made by
Thursday, April 30, with Billie Hall, 815 Sha Wa
Circle, Murray. Ky. 42071. For more information
call Frances Galloway, first vice chairman. The
program will include a memorial service for
members who have died since last April: dinner:
a presentation by Jennifer Price, student at
Calloway County Middle School, who won first in
the state for her prose; a business session; and
installation of new officers for the 1986-87 club
year. Members of the Kappa and Theta Departments will be hostesses. All, members are urged
to attend, according to Ann Brooks, president.

Jackie Weatherford announces a trip for
Senior Citizens and friends. A trip to Nashville
has been scheduled for July 5-7, 1986. The trip includes: Motorcoach transportation, 2 nights at
the Opryland Hotel, reserved seat for the Grand
Ole Opry, 3 day admission to Opryland USA, admission to the Broadway-style show, "Music,
Music, Music" presented by Opryland in the
Acuff Theatre, Sightseeing tour of Nashville, and
a cruise on the showboat General Jackson. The
bus will leave from the Purchase Area on Saturday July 5 and return Monday afternoon July 7,
1986. The cost per person based on two sharing a
room will be $195. Full payment must be received by June 1, 1986. There will be a $75 per person
cancellation penalty. For reservations call
Jackie at 753-4646.

Educators to meet
Participating in a Music Teacher Association piano recital were students,
seated, Vair Booth, Laurie Jo Parker, Catie Bates, standing, Matthew
Price, Sara Conklin, Melody Parker and Robyn Dick,,

Frances Drake
FOR SATURI)A1'„NPRIl. 26. I 9S6
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 Wain. 19)
Intense feelings will interfere with
mmancr. Relax and- let -grr. Towards
nightfall, you turn inward and may
desire some time by yourself.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
CIA
Put aside business concerns and
enjoy the comforts of home life.
Later, a friend may request a favor
from you. You feel obligated to attend
a party.
PISCES
Awe
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
soma(
Social life is favored if you stay
clear of ideological disputes. A career
concern may weigh on you. A friend
has some helpful advice.
YOU BORN TODAY are ambitious
and creative. You're happiest when
your work reflects your ideals. You'll
succeed in publishing, advertising
and public relations. Though conscientious, at times you can be
stubborn or fixed in your views.
Cultivate a sense of humor and others
will be more receptive to what you
have to say.

Vista reaching out

4

Phyllis Love Slaughter, soprano, will be
presenting a Senior Voice Recital on Sunday,
April 27 at 2 p.m. in the Farrell Recital Hall on
the 2nd floor of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Building. Ms. Slaughter is a senior voice performance major who will graduate in May and will
be attending Florida State Ulillersity in the Fall
She will be accompanied by Patricia
ii
Bomba or.
piano. Vocal works by Ha del, Brahms.
Schubert, Rossini, Gounod, Puce i, and Barber
will be performed. Assisting the recital will be
Lyle Manwaring on trumpet and Cindy Hodges
on piano. The recital is free and open to the
public.

Seniors' trip announced

fre

CHICAGO ( AP
—
"Celebrate in Chicago
an annual four-month
series of outdoor events
beginning in May. will
feature veteran entertainers Cab Calloway
and Sarah Vaughan and
the largest free jazz and
blues festivals in the
world this year, It was
announced by Lois
Weisberg, director of
special events for the office of Mayor Harold
Washington

Voice recital planned

Students participating in a spring piano recital were,
seated, John Dailey,
Hastings Housden, standing, Allyson Wheeler and
Elizabeth Thurman.

ARIES
Romance has a serious tone now. You
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
will date someone from your past
You'll be-taking more small trips VIRGO
_.now and in--the-near-fteturey Keep in (Au& 23to Sept.22)
touch with relatives who don't live
You'll be enjoying more socializing
nearby. New ideas come on the job.
in connection with career. See others
TAURUS
early in the day,• as later you'll be
(Apr.20 to May 20)
preoccupied with home developSome of you will replenish your ments.
spring wardrobe. You're inclined to LIBRA
daydream, hut you'll have to deal (Sept.23 to Oct.22)
with some practicalities, too
Let shopping be fun. Don't fight
GEMINI
with your companion. Serious work
(May 21 to June 20)
is favored now. Get started on those
There are certain problems to deal tasks you've been putting off.
with in human relations today. You SCORPIO
may be asked to contribute more (Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
4416
than your fair share. Still, help out if
Partners who are willing to give
you can.
and take will find the morning hours
CANCER
rewarding. Don't postpone necessary
(June 21 to July 22)
PIE bookkeeping. Keep the records
A fit ofjealousy could spoil a social straight.
occasion. Evening hours find you in a SAGM'ARIUS
working frame of mind. You'll busy (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
yourself with self-appointed chores.
You're self-preoccupied now and
LEO
may sulk if you don't get enough
(July 23 to Aug.22)
attention. However, reach out and
There's a certain amount of luck
you'll find someone there. Romance
with career endeavors todaN
is favored.

A

cultural conditioning comprised primarily of to be a parent. If you feel
which teaches them that women. This is chang- the need to reach out for
asking for help is a sign ing, but slowly t Parents support and understanof weakness. This feeling Anonymous Manual)
ding the P.A. chapter is
The Murray-Calloway just a telephone call
is often coupled with the
belief that one should P.A. chapter has a male away. All you have to do
solve one's own pro- sponsor and a female is call 762-6862 and ask
blems — especially if sponsor to help parents for Tonia 9 a.m. and 3:30
those problems are of a feel more at home while p.m.Monday through
very personal, shameful, attending
chapter Friday
frightening, and guilt- meetings. Both sponsors
inducing nature. Most are parents themselves
P.A chapter. then, are and understand what it is

vlsieN

Bel-Air Center

After Hours
Call 753-8144

753-5005
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Debbie Roos has been named as WSJP and
Century 21 student of the week for April 21
through 27. Debbie is a student at Murray High
School. Debbie is a senior and she is an all "A"
student. She's the co-editor for the MHS year
book. Debbie is a Tel Alpha officer, a member of
both the Spanish and Latin clubs, a band
member, and she is also on the basketball team,
She is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. David Roos.
Pictured with Debbie are Loretta Jobs of Century 21, left and Bill Wells, principle at MHS,
right.

Elderly, Meals on Wheels
menus for next week given
The menu plan for the
Nutrition Program for
the elderly and Meals on
Wheels for the week of
April 28 to May 2 have
been released as
follows. Milk, coffee or
tea is offered daily.
Meals are served at
noon. Monday through
Friday, at Hazel and
Douglas Centers and
each Tuesday and
Thursday at Ellis
Center. Meals are also
sent to private homes
each weekday.
Monday
Roast Beef and gravy.
•rn-a-s.h.e d POI a t s,
brussel sprouts, hot roll,
butter, applesauce with
sugar, cookies, diet
applesauce.

Tuesday
Fried chicken nuggets, hashbrowns, green
peas, hot roll. butter.
orange.
Wednesday
Meat loaf, creamy
country style corn. turnip greens. hot roll. butter. ambrosia, fruit cup.
Thursday
Spaghetti and reat
sauce, broccoli spears,
jelled fruit salad. garlic
roll, butter, pudding pop
on site, chocolate pudding at home. banana.
Friday
Pimento and cheese,
TrOfato wedges. - greet"
peas, two slices of-whole -wheat bread, butter.
strawberry shortcake,
strawberries

A
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SPECIAL

'2 Prints
• For The
:Price of 1"
Expires May 2, 1986

Prints Ready In 1 Hour!
•Limit one coupon per roll,
and one roll per customer.
— Bring this ad —

•Weddings
•Portraits
•Children's Portraits

Snap Shot
Photo

*Commercial
•Old Photos Copied
•Anniversaries

1 HOUR
PHOTO DEVELOPING

753-9393
Route 4, Box 800

Oirmp c P'eso

44,,,o•

7$9 934 7

Murray, Ky.

OPEN MO'

THRLJ SAT

9 AM

6 PM

AtiVatae,
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HARDWARE STORES

.4,11
•0

11X!
4
DISHWASHING LIQUID

SAT. NIGHT

Ham Dinner
* 21 pc. Shrimp Dinner
*8 oz. Chopped Beef Steak
* Country

Gets dishes
so grease-free
they squeak!
• 4

All served with coleslaw. your choice of potato
And our own homemade rolls

$395

•For grease-free dishes.
• With real lemon juice.

Your Choice Only

Boston Tea Party, U.S. 641 S.,
Holiday Inn — 6 a.m.-10 p.m.
Everyday — 753-0910
"Good Food, Good Service and Great
American Value are still in style'

SPECIALLY PRICED AT:

$ 1 2•

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Streit
Mvffity, Ky.

Plum
753-2571
...oases
(74411
413
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11111111.11111.11.0PWW
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Area early childhood educators will be gathering at the Apple Tree School on Saturday, May 3.
1986 from 11-11:30 a.m. Local early childhood
groups, WACUS(West Kentucky Association for
Children Under Six) and WKAEY(t ( Western
Kentucky Association for the Education of the
Young Child), will be meeting to share new
ideas, resource groups include public and
private school teachers, daycare personel.
Headstart personel, paretgs, college students
and interested persons. Nominations for officers
will be voted on at a short businew rn_eeting
followed by displays and sharing of materials

Something for everyone every

FRI

PAGE 5

and ideas. WACUS and WKAEYC invite all interested persons to come and visit, bring ideas
and materials to share, meet fellow child care
givers and become involved in programs for the
young child. We can make a difference!

By Tanis Casey

NEW OFFICE HOURS!
Beginning May 1st,
Murray Cablevision's
new office hours will
be:
Mon.-Fri.
8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Closed Sat. & Sun.
CAIBLE

FRIDAY, APRIL 25, laall

DATEBOOK

Woman's Club dinner set

Your Individual Horoscope

It is often assumed
that child abuse is a problem that involves one
parent and one singledout child. We take the
position that child abuse
is a family problem that
affects the lives of every
family member. We
have found that when
two parents are in the
home where abuse is
chronic, both parents are
usually contributing to
It: one may. be the "active" abuser while the
other is the "passive"
abuser, but both are con
tributing to the problem
It is a rare case indeed
when one parent can
honestly claim total iz
norance of the other •
abuse problem. For thi•
reason we urge both
parents/partners to at
tend chapter meetings
Unfortunately, mans
men find it more difficult
that women to admit that
they have a problem and
to reach out for hell)
This is partially due to

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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(Cont'd from page I)
sion on March 22 on whether to
renew Stroup's four-year contract. Henley was one of the
regents who opposed renewal of
Stroup's contract.
Hammack, who is scheduled
to join the board May 13, said he
supports renewing Stroup's contract, although the faculty has
several concerns about her
administration.
Regent Jim Cooke of
Louisville said he thinks
Beasley. who supports Stroup, is
delaying the meeting until after
Hammack joins the board and
Stroup could win a contract

FRIDAY. APRIL 25. MINI

"There's no question in my
mind," he said.
Cooke said he wants a meeting
before May 13 to "clear the air
and get on with business."
At the March 22 meeting,
regents Cooke, Irma LaFollette
of Murray, Jere McCiiiston of
Trenton, Virginia Stroh cker of
Horse Cave and MelvinIjenley,
the current faculty rege 1_ indicated they would oppose
renewal of Stroup's4tontract.
Regents Beasley, Wendell
Lynch of Hopkinsville, Frank
Nichols of Benton, Richard L.
Frymire of Madisonville, and
Andy Logan of Madisonville. the
student regent, indicated they
supported renewal of the
contract.

The next scheduled meeting of
the board is May 10, but Beasley
said he may cancel that gathering because two regents cannot
attend.
If the board remains split 5-5,
the contract would not have the
votes to pass. Asked if the board
could reconsider the contract
after May 13, Beasley said,
"Let's just get to the first step. I
hope we can resolve it at the
next meeting."
Beasley said he hopes more
than six regents would approve
Stroup's contract, but he said he
would like to see her stay on
even with such a narrow vote.
"On all occasions. I've urged
her to stay on, to continue,"
Beasley said. "And she has in-

dicated her desire to stay on."
Stroup said Thursday that she
Jid not want to discuss the
matter.
Frymire, a former board
chairman, has said opposition to
Stroup is based on "non-reasons
and non-issues." But Cooke insists that his concern is "the
university is the important thing
and some people don't recognize
It
that."
Frymire also suggested that
Henley should step down now
since his replacement has been
elected.
Henley said today that his
term does not expire until May
13 and he has no intention of
resigning early.
"It's strange to me that when

three of his (Frymire's) supporters were sitting on the board
with expired terms that he
didn't say a word about anybody
resigning," Henley said today.
The statutes concerning the
faculty regent say "the faculty
member shall serve for a term
of three years and until his successor Is
and qualified."
An attorney general's opinion
issued in 1977 says a the faculty
regent should serve for three
years from the date of taking
office.
Both Hammack and Usher
supported renewal of Stroup's
contract. But in a letter to faculty members, Hammack also
listed several faculty concerns
including difficulties in dealing

Open Daily 9-9; Sunday 12-6

ON SALE SUN., APRIL 27
THRU TUES., APRIL 29

YOU CAN'T DO BETTER THAN
4:=11
lite 544/49Pkee®

MURRAY
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Sale Price Ea. Unassembled.
Boys' Of girls' 24" *Street
Machine`2-speed bicycles
with colorful frames. This
action-pocked bicycle is a
fine-quality toy for children.

Regular Prices May Vary At Some
Stores Due To Local Competttion

,

97

SUN.
MON.
TUES.
ONLY!

Ray amemblect Ee 126 97

39"

Sale Price Ea. 42"flushmount cent% :....Altikip-save
energy. Features thclude 4
wooden blades, 3-speed pull
chain, polished- or antiquebrass finish. Light adaptable*.
SFAS and Mir

rrICly

wary 'light ictl not Included

with the accounting and finance
office, concern with graduate
programs that suffer a "lack of
determined administrative support," tenure policies and the
library's reduced ability to purchase books
Barbara Hadley Smith, Gov.
Martha Layne Collins' press
secretary, said Collins has not
reconsidered her decision not to
get involved in the Murray
controversy.
"The governor feels the matter is best left to the Murray
State University board," she
said
Lou Zimmerman, a new student regent, will not join the
board until July 1

Passengers on
missing boat
reported to be
safe by squad
A pontoon boat with six people
aboard, reported •missing
Wednesday night from Missing
Hill Resort on Kentucky Lake,
was found Thursday morning in
the Big Sandy area of the lake,
south of Paris Landing, according to officials involved in the
search.
All six persons aboard the
boat, who were not indentified,
were safe, the official said.
The Calloway County Fire
Rescue squad was asked to join
in the search by the U. S. Coast
Guard at Paris Landing. The
rented pontoon boat and its
passengers were found by
members of the Henry County
( Tenn.) Rescue Squad.
According to reports, the boat
was expected to return to the
resort Wedneday afternoon and
when it failed to arrive, the
Coast Guard was notified.

'Watch
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rates
Money Management Plus*
(Exempt from Federal Taxes)
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Sal. Price. Gold Star .5-cu.-ft microwave oven features singlestep power control system. 15-min. timer with automatic shutoff,
one-touch door release and see-thru door. Sieel0Pace-saving
design uses less counter space.
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Local churches announce plans for Sunday services
Memorial Baptist
Rev. Stephen Cobb
will be guest speaker at
Memorial Baptist
Church. Rev. Cobb has
pastored churches in St.
Louis, Mo., Evansville,
Ind. and Martin, Tenn.
Morning service will
be at 10:50 a.m. The
choir will present "Until He Comes" under the
direction of Milton
Gresham.
The evening services
will be at 7 p.m. during
which time Rev. Cobb
will present the
message.
Sunday School is at
9:40 a.m.
---Pentecostal
Church of God
The Trinity Christian
Center will conclude a
revival at the morning
worship services at 11
a.m. Dr. Ronald Minor
from Joplin, Mo., will be
the evangelist.
The membership
would like to invite
everyone to attend.
---Grace Baptist
Bro. Randolph Allen
will present the
message at the morning
worship service at 10:50
a.m. at Grace Baptist
Church.
The choir under the
direction of Leland
Peeler will present "Till
the Storm Passes By"
accompanied by Regina

Peeler, organist, and
Susan Jones, pianist.
Evening services at
5:30 p.m. wil feature the
Baptist Student Union
Choir.
Sunday school is at
9:45 a.m.
-- Poplar Spring
Baptist
Pastor Chester P.
Culver will speak on the
subject of "God So
Able" at the 11 a.m.
morning worhsip hour.
Dan Hargrave leads the
music; at the organ wil
be Hazel Brandon, at
the piano will be Carol
Kelly. Children's church
Is at the same hour.
At the 7 p.m. evening
worship service, the
pastor will observe the
40th anniversary of
preaching his first sermon. Bob Balinger of
Louisville who led the
singing of 14 that night
will do it again. Dan
Hargrave will sing
"Redeemed, How I
Love to Proclaim It."
and the pastor will
speak on the subject "I
Was Blind - Now I
See."
Sunday school is at 10
a.m. under the direction
of Marty Futrell and
church training is at 6
p.m. under the direction
of Tray Garland. Both
have classes for all
ages.

Father and children
reunited in Kentucky
BURKESVILLE, Ky.
AP - A Washington
state man had an emotional reunion with his
two children in this
southcentral Kentucky
town after a two-year
separation thanks to a
nationally televised program about missing
children.
Christopher S. Miller,
32, of Seattle, flew to
Kentucky and was
reunited with his
children, Cadence, 5.
and Christien. 3. Thursday night at the
Cumberland County
Courthouse.
Miller said the three
would rest before
heading home for
Washington today.
The children's
mother. Kathy Lynn
Jorgensen Miller, 31,
was being held in the
custody of the
Cumberland County
jailer. She was charged
Thursday with being a
fugitive in Kentucky
and waived extradition
to Washington state, officials said.
Ms. Miller will be arraigned on charges of
custodial interference
when she is extradited,
Cumberland County Attorney Harlan Judd Jr.
said.
"I think she's probably glad it's over,
too." Miller said after
meeting with his wife.
The youngsters were
reported missing in
June 1984 by their father
and found early Thursday when neighbors who
had seen pictures of
them on an NBC special,
"Missing: Have You
Seen This Child?"
Wednesday evening,
alerted police.
Cumberland County
Sheriff Millard Willis
said.
He said Ms. Miller apparently had been living
in a remote area of
Cumberland County for
some time. Ms. Miller
also has a 3-month-old
who authorities said
was fathered by another
man.
In two brief hearings
late Thursday night,
District Judge Stephen
Hurt placed the two
older children in
Miller's custody and, at
Ms. Miller's request,
placed the third child in
the temporary custody
of Ms. Miller's mother.
Carole Jorgensen.
Ms. Jorgensen came
to Burkesville with
Miller.
Asked later if she
Would seek to retain
custody of the children
in Washington, Ms.
Miller said, "I expect
to."

Miller said he had
been watching the NBC
program in S't attle
when his phone *rang
about 10:20 p.m. The
caller, a board member
of the National Center
for Missing and Exploited Children, told
him tpat his children
had been found.
By 7 a.m., without any
sleep, he and Mrs.
Jorgensen were on
board a plane bound for
Louisville.
"I just didn't believe
it, because I'd heard a
lot of tips like that,"
Miller said, adding he
had come close to finding the children two
times before.
"This isn't her normal
self." Mrs. Jorgensen
said of her daughter.
"She's really a very
kind person, a very
thoughtful person, very
loving."
The revelations surprised many of the
Cumberland County
residents who knew Ms.
Miller.
"I just assumed that
she was -divorced and
was raising the children
on her own," said Rev.
David Alexander,
pastor of the Highland
Chapel United
Methodist Church.
where Ms. Miller was a
member.
Alexander and
neighbors said Ms.
Miller was conscientious with her children.

First Metnodist
Rev. Nowell Bingham
will be preaching on the
sermon topic
"Methodism and Doctrine" with scripture
Romans 10:1-13 during
the morning worship
services at First
Methodist Church.
During the 8;30 a.m.
service, Lisa Cabianiss
will sing "Abide With
Me" and during the
10:50 a.m. service the
choir will present the
anthem "Great is Thy
Faithfulness." Also during the early service,
the Genesis Hand *Bell
Ringers will be
performing.
Sunday school is at
9:45.
---Sinking Spring
Baptist
Bro. Darrell Walker
wil be bringing the
message at the 11 a.m.
and the 7 p.m. service at
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church.
Mark Paschall wll
serve as deacon_ of the
week.
Sunday school is at 10
a.m. with Sonny
Lockhart as director.
Church training is at 6
p.m. with Eric Knott as
director.
Max McGinnis will
serve as music director
with Sharon Furchess
as pianist and Laura
Paschall as organist.
First Christian
Rev. David Roos will
present the sermon "I
Am the True Vine" with
scripture from St. John
15:1-6 read by Kim
Garland at 10:45 a.m.
Candlelighters will be
Tory Holton and Laura
Davis. Elders and
greeters wil be Doug
Vandermolen and
Barley Gore. Deacons
and ushers will be Coleman McKee!, captain,
Terri Benton, Jean
Fleming, Henry Fulton,
Robert Hopkins, Karen
OlazabaI,13avid- Reeves
and Bil Van Meter.
---University
Church of Christ
The morning message
will be "Our Congregational Personality" with
scripture Ephesians
5:22-23 during the morn-

ing worship services at
8:30 and 10:50 a.m.
The evening message
at 6 p.m. will be
"Beyond Our Wildest
Dreams" with scripture
Ephesians 3:20-21.
Sunday school is at
9:45 a.m.
---Seveth & Poplar
Church of Christ
Martel Pace wil be the
speaker at the Seventh
& Poplar Church of
Christ at the morning
services at 8:30 and
10:40 a.m. Scripture will
be I Corinthians 2:1-5.
Jerry Bolls will lead
the song service at the
morning services and at
the evening services.
---Coldwater Baptist
George Culp will present the morning
message "Heavenly Instruction for Earthly
Living" during the morning service at 11 a.m.
with scripture Proverbs
3:5:10.
Music director is Bobby Manning with pianist
Marge West and
organist Jennifer Culp.
The topic for the evening service at 6 p.m wil
be "Moving on the
Perfection- with scripture Hebrews 6:1-3.
---Lake-Land Apostolic
Rev. James H. Cain,
pastor, will present the
third in the series of
lessons entitled "Our Inheritance" from I Peter
1:4 and the book of
Hebrews in the 10 a.m.
preaching/teaching session at Lake-Land
Apostolic Church.
At the 6 p.m. service
Dan Walker will present
the second lesson in a
series entitled "Disease
of The Soul,- The
evangelistic service will
being at 7 p.m.
---First Baptist
Dr. Greg Earwood,
pastor, will present the
message "What's on
your t-shirt?" during
the morning service at
10:45 a.m. at First Baptist Church. Scripture
wil be Ecclesiastes
12: 1-10.
The youth choir from
Bedford. Ky. will present the choral worship.

CAR OF THE WEEK

Matthew 5:9.
A nursery is available
Palestine Methodist
The choir will sing the for all services.
Church school will be
anthem **0 My Soul,
---at 10 a.m. with Eugene
Bless God the Father'•
Russell Chapel
Rudolph
an American Folk
United Methodist
superintendent.
Hymn. Daniel Craig will
Worship service at
Worship service at 11
direct and Susan Russell Chapel United a.m. will be conducted
Chamberlain will ac- Methodist Church at by the minister Rev.
company on the organ.
9:45 a.m. conducted by Marvin L. Napier.
Church school the minister, Rev Mar- Guest speaker at the 6
assembly begins at 9:30 vin L. Napier.
p.m. service will be
a.m. with classes for all
Church school wil be Rev. J.D. Spencer of
ages.
at 10:45 a.m.
Dover, Tenn.

;$a) AI VT/11Z
cp.x.?
PADUCAH & SURROUNDING COMMUNITIES
A ddittonal
Services Available
•Couch and Cher special
Steam Cleaned
•Shampoo &
Reconditioning

STEAM CARPET
EACHCLEANING
r000ms
ROOM 3

$395

TOI•I

—
I

OPEN SATURDAYS
•Bono., I Inbred
•FREE
•N

26. 1986

Otter exports Apt81
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Mriea. Charge
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,ture Mowed-No Charge

Wre

Call Collect:

444-6235

L

COMPS%
1000 Mel pi, vs diarrod
p.osect C 2 maws of
3-61 Carpet Protects
,
$0500 Timed mom hue ...I

Coupon
A n00.1ane10
,
101 Mir end
woes rad 2 rooms
deodorized
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rt.: free
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Satisfaction
Guaranteed

HEARING
AIDS

SPRING SAVINGS EVENT
FREE ATTACHMENT • NO DOWN PAYMENT.NO

PAYMENT FOR 90 DAYS•
Luring SNAr-PER s SprIng Savings Event,
you get the best
SNAPPER values ever! Purchase a Hi-Vac
Riding Mower at
regular retail price and receive a FREE
Single Bag Grass
Catcher or a Dump Cart or 50% OFF our Twin
Bag Catcher
or Bag-N-Wagon Now's the time to
make your lawn a
SNAPPER lawn. For all the details visit your
nearest
SNAPPER dealer today
Take advantage of our convenient Snap-4redit Plan
It's a snap with
which featwreS no down payment and no payment for
90 days
itliVIsion-of-RiciaTiccfCgties

$139.95

IMAPPIR
SOW,tredit

DUMP CART

AS LOW AS

S42.

SERVICE ON ALL MARES

$199.95

2 YEAR UMITED WARRANTY
'81 Joe, C.13
TN. title, 52,xxx mi., tilt, 6 cylinder, 4 speed, Renegade
package. Finned aluminum wheels. Lift kit
Check Out These Other Cars
'83 Cutlass Calais, 27,xxx mi. V-S, good equipment
'83 Chev. Custom Deluxe Pickup. Long bed, P.S., air
4S.xxx mi.

Pre-Owned (*ars

AID SERVICE

310 S. 8th St.
Mayfield. Ky.
Hrs: 9-4:30
Jerry D. Wheeler.
Authorized Be/tone
Dealer

HURRY! OFFER ENDS SOON
AT PARTICIPATING DEALERS
• Finance coarges accrue from awe of

ALL SEASONS
LAWN & LEISURE, INC.
205 N. 4th

Murray

753-4110

700 Alain
759-1839

Manager's Special

Gospel Meetings April 27-30
Sunday 8:30 a.m., 10:40 a.m., 6:00 p.m.
Monday thru Wednesday 7:30 p.m.

EXCLUSIVE!
irso MOP

s_aRAT,
eztAel
non we

100%
GASOLINE
SOLVENT
RESISTANT

Martel Pace, Evangelist
ONLY

DOZENS Or

247-8654
_Renoire
HEARING

SAFE USES

2.49

RUST PROOF
SOAK ANYTHING
DRAIN OIL
SCRATCH PROOF
SAFE
CLEAN ANYTHING
DRIP PAN
STORE ANYTHING
DENT PROOF
SPARK PPOOF

Murray Home & Auto
Value
.•00.0•4

.11

Phone
763-2571

I

SNAPPER

SINGLE BAG
GRASS CATCHER

FREE ELECTRONIC
HEARING TEST
in your home or our office

311all/atae
HARDWARE STORES

Chestnut Strait
Murray. Ky

The evening worship
at 7 p.m. will feature
choral worship by "Sing
and Tell" and the
message "Dealing with
Divisions" with scrip.
ture Mark 9:38-41.
---Hazel Baptist
The Rev. James T.
Garland, pastor, will
preach at the 11 a.m.
and 6:30 p.m. worship
services on at the Hazel
Baptist Church.
Music for the services
will be under the direction of Gene Orr Miller
with Gwyn Key as
organist and Oneida
White as pianist.
Sunday school with
Jackie Wilson as director will be at 9:45 a.m.
and church training
with Gary Raspberry as
director will be at 5:30
p.m.
---South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist
Rev. Bob Dotson will
present the message
"Shades of Ascension"
with scripture Luke
24:44-53 at the 10:45
a.m. service at South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist.
The choir will present
"What A Day That Will
Be" under the direction
of Truman Whitfield.
Sunday school is at
9:45 a.m.
-Gifshen'Methodist
Rev. Don Faulkner,
pastor, will speak at the
11 a.m. service at the
Goshen United
Methodist Church. Randy Wilrose will be the
lay assistant and wil
also give the chibdren's
devotion.
Charles Proffitt will
direct the music with
Pat Brumm and
Suzanne Coleman as the
accompanists.
Sunday school wil
begin at 10 a.m. directed
by Carolyn Venable.
---First Presbyterian
Rev. Thomas Schellingerhout will have as
his sermon topic this
Sunday morning "Called To Be Peacemakers"
with scripture from

Jerry Bolls, Song Director

7th & Poplar
Church of Christ

—

SOW

"wsimmisk
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Fishing

Bassin't
with the pros

By Jerry Maupin
357 foot level and rising
each day. This will
greatly improve fishing
conditions as more
13; in the morning and
late in the afternoons. structure is added to the
water.
but the strong winds
As you know, we are
restrict a lot of areas
close to some great
which I think fish could
fishing as soon as the
be caught.
water temperature
I'm still using tube
Jigs, curl tails and road "reaches the high 60's
runners in red, orange, again. It's time for the
bass to get serious about
chartreuse and white
spawning as well as the
colors.
crappie.
Many of the crappie
Several anglers from
are suspended away
from the banks and all over the state listen
drops in small schools to the fishing reports
but are catchable when concerning Kentucky
lake so they can take
you find them.
The lake elevation is their vacations
whenever spawning
now slightly above the
starts. It is usually a fun
time to fish as well as
productive.
I must relate a good
story told to me by Mr.
Ken Rowzer. He and a
buddy. Henry. fished
together a lot but didn't
always catch fish like
they thought they
should. One day Henry
repd where a local man

Congratulations to
Ihinnie and Buddy Boyd
on winning the crappie
tournament last
weekend. Five thousand
dollars %V as awarded to
them for first place plus
two trolling motors.
Donnie said they could
fish a long time on that'
We are still suffering
the effects of the recent
cold fronts and having
to work very hard to
find decent crappie and
bass.
We have been having
better luck along the
dropoffs in the bays ear-

Ternx Tatlock's yearly trout fishing safari to the
Red River Trout Dock in Heber Springs, Ark.
took place over the Easter weekend. The
members of this year's group are pictured top,
left to right: Terry Tatlock. David Dean, Kenny
Collins, bottom row, left to right: Guinn Jones,
Johnny Miller and Ed McCallon. The group was
very successful this year, all taking daily limits
of rainbow trout. Guinn-Jones is shown here with
the big fish of the trip weighing 4 lbs. 10 oz.. and
kenny Collins. first year member with his limit
of six good fish. This was Terry's fifth year for
taking a group to the Red River Trout fishing.

had won a trophy in a
bass tournament and
decided to have him
take the two of them
fishing. Heragreed, they
met at the lake and took
the fastest boat ride
Henry or Ken had ever
taken to where they
were going to learn all
about bass fishing.
After fifteen minutes
or so Ken began to question the bass pro's
techniques but didn't
say anything.
They fished for four
hours without a strike
and then went home.
The next day Ken mentioned to another friend.
about being with the
man who had won a
trophy but failed to produce for them.
His other friend
laughed and said "The
pro didn't win a trophy
for catching bass, it was
for having the fastest
tintn the
tournament!"
Happy Fishing!

Dan Robert. Murray, is shown with
*.?..9 of 65
(•rappie he recently caught.

F

Spring motor care tips
Getting where the fish
are means having a
reliable motor to take
you there and back.
You've made a substantial investment in an outboard motor. It makes
good sense to protect it
with
a
preventive
maintenance program.
Here, from the service
Pictured above are the winners for the Blood
experts at Outboard
River Bass Masters, Inc. club tournament held
Marine Corporation,
recently out of ('yprus Bay Resort. From left
manufacturer
of
are, Jerry Brawner, first place and Big Bass, Johnson'
and
Kerry Erwin, second place and Keith Fain, third
Evinrude • outboards,
place.
are some important
steps to follow in getting
your motor ready for the
1986 bassin' season.
*Check the lubricant
level in the lower unit.
Make sure it's filled to
the proper level as
specified in the owner's
manual. If it's been leaking, the lower seals and
gaskets
may
need
replacing. If you didn't
drain the geargrease and
refill
it
with
the
manufacturer's recommended solution when
you put it up for winter,
do so now.
•Check the spark
plugs. Make sure the
plugs are gapped to
specifications. Check the
plug terminal connections and wiring and
Shown above, from left, are Justin Rouse, Boyd
mike sure they are
Jackson and Jason Rouse with their catch taken
unfrayed and
clean,
during KEA..week on Kentucky Lake.. Jackson.
snug-fitting.
who is Justin and Jason's grandfather is from
*Check the boat's batAnniston, Ala. Jastin and Jason are the sons of
tery. According to David
Bill and Alice Rouse of Murray.
Wharton, member of the
Johnson Outboards pro
staff, many fishermen
don't take care of their
batteries..-.
"They should always
much of the thriving caribou were moved in a be charged up fully after
Nelchina herd winters. week. "We have 49 a fishing trip," Wharton
The caribou took quick- caribou that we can suggests. "If your boat is
ly to the strange food count as living." he going to sit there for a
and began showing up said. "And we think that week, two weeks, three
should
regularly at most of the 48 are in good shape." weeks, you
stations.
One may have broken a always charge your batteries up and keep them
Beginning March 13, leg.
Bob Schmidt of the ColThe total was almost fully charged while
orado Division of twice the number they're sitting. A fully
Wildlife stretched his transplanted last year, charged battery will
70-foot-square nets bet- with far fewer fatalities. always keep a lot between poles at the most This year, six caribou ter."
Be sure to clean the
popular bait stations. died during the
terminal
posts and conRunning around the transplant. One cow
nets' circumference and broke her neck as she nectors of any corrosion.
*Check the fuel tank.
from the center poles struggled against the
were wires connected to net before biologists Make sure that the fuel
small black boxes, sten- could subdue her, and a system clamps and fitciled "BOOM" and calf died after apparent- tings are tight and not
"GOTCHA," buried in ly being kicked by adult leaking. Make sure the
fuel lines are not crackthe snow.
caribou in a corral, said
ed from age or wear, and
Schmidt hid in the Greg Bos, an Alaska
replace
them
if
nearby timber until a game official.
necessary.
small band of caribou
Bright yellow collars
"In the South, very few
was lured under a net by with big black numbers
people winterize their
the green alfalfa. Then will help biologists keep boat like
they do in the
he pressed a red button track of the transplants. North," notes David
on his control unit, trig- At least 10 of this year's Wharton. "Lots of
gering blasting caps caribou also are wear- boaters in the southern
wired to the rope sup- ing radio collars to help states put their boats up
porting the net. Before monitor their in a stall and let them sit
the caribou had time to movements. said Ted there from November
react. the eight-inch Bailey of the USFWS. -- until January. If they're
mesh net had blanketed
Hedrick said he hope
doing this, they should at
them.
the new animals even- least fill their fuel tanks
Mike Hedrick of the tually will join with last totally full. Putting a
S Fish & Wildlife Ser- year's releases to form boat up with an empty
vIt. said a total of 52 one large herd.
tank or partially filled

Caribou transplanted to traditional habitat
LAKE EMMA. Alaska
4AP i --, The four cow
caribou remained
crouched in their
wooden crates at the
edge of a frozen mountain lake. unsure what
to do next.
Ahead of them was an
uncertain future on the
Tustumena benchlatids
of the Kenai Peninsula.
Behind them was their
home in the Nelchina
Basin. 250 miles to the
northeast.
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Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
161 Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake 101
DON McCLURE GRAYSON McCLURE

1 1/2 Miles From Murray On 94E.
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Tipping one crate
slightly, biologists gave
one cow some gentle
nudges. She finally lunged out of the crate and
lurched to her feet.
After a few uncertain
steps. her head and tail
shot up and she took off.
The other three cows
followed, one by one,
quickly disappearing into the black spruce surrounding the lake.
The four caribou were
part of the first load in a
eek -long transplant
operation aimed at
restoring caribou to
their traditional habitat
on the Kenai Peninsula
southwest of

Anchorage.
Caribou were plentiful
there 100 years ago, but
wildfires altered their
habitat and market
hunters decimated the
herds at the turn of the
century.
A transplant 20 years
ago established one
small herd near Kenai
and another of about 400
in the mountains near
Hilo.. Last year. 28
animals were released
near Lake Emma. and
this year's transplant is
designed to bolster that
fledg I mg herd.
With the use of a net
trap instead of tranquilizer darts, this
year's transplant by
state and federalbiolog ists went more
smoothly.
"This will revolutionize big -game
transplants in Alaska."
said Ted Spraker. an
Alaska Department of
Fish & Game biologist,
after watching the nets
fall on small groups of
caribou.
Starting March 1,
biologists began putting
hay at eight sites around
Lake Louise. where
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tank is an invitation for
condensation to form in
the tank as it warms up,
gets cold and warms up
again. When February
rolls around and fishing
season starts, they're going to have lots of trouble
with water in their gas!"
If you didn't add fuel
conditioner
before
storage, 3,ou'd better
clean the fuel pump filter
before adding fresh fuel.
Most outboard fuel
filters are designed for
easy cleaning, but be
sure to check your
owner's manual before
you do-it-yourself. Add a
good fuel conditioner,
like OMC's 2+ 4' Fuel
Conditioner, before filling the tank to help absorb any moisture that
may have accumulated
during storage.
OMC's 2 + 4 Conditioner also can be used
during the regular
fishing season to keep
the carburetor clean, to
reduce moisture in the
fuel system and to
minimize plug fouling.
Make sure the fuel conditioner you choose is for
marine
use. Some
automotive additives
and conditioners can
damage your outboard.
*Check the propeller.
Cheek the propfor_dings,
dents and bends that can
cut performance. If it's
too far gone for minor
home repair take it to a
prop shop or be ready to
invest in a new one.
Stainless steel props offer
much
greater
durability
than
aluminum propellers.
*Check the paint job of
the motor. Your motor is
in a lot of water. It stands
to reason that any paint
chips or flaking ought to
be repaired to prevent
corrosion.
Most
manufacturers offer
factory-matched colors
in easy-to-use spray
cans. Take care not to
paint over the water intake screen or the
sacrificial zinc anodes.
Most professional and
amateur bass tournaments require all entrants to wear an approved personal flotation
device wheneverThe outboard motor is running.
It's a good idea to wear
a PFD whenever you're
on the water, and now
Johnson and Evinrude
dealers have made that a
little easier with a new
PFD designed just for
bass fishermen. The arm
holes are generously cut
for ease of movement,
and the side laces are adjustable to help keep you
cool in any weather. The
vests are available in
Johnson and Evinrude
colors to match your
favorite brand.
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We Install Automotive Glass
And We Also Make
Hydraulic Hoses.
753-4563

512 S. 12th

Your U-Haul Headquarters
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Complete Line of Fishing

ond Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Ski &

On Beautiful Kentucky Lake

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?
*Bass Hawk Boats
Authorized Evinrude
Sales 8. Service

Pontoon Rentals

•J C Pontoons
_
.41
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Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching
Ramp,Tackle, Bait.
H

in 502 74-2245..474-2211 Er. 171

.41

105 Amp

Trolling Battery

$55 (30 month)
5 Gal.

Hydraulic Oil

$13.75
East Side Gulf
119 Main tit.

753-62.86
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A unique fishing 'Storey'
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Murray woman is professional angler
By LAURIE
BR UMLEY
Staff Writer
That old fishing hole
has been very good to
Murrayan Jeanette
Storey, with a lot of hard
work, that is.
The professional lady
angler claims two world
championships and is
fifth among the all-time
money winners on the
Bass'n Gal tournament
circuit.
In addition to being a
member of the Bass'n
Gal, she is also a
member of the newly
formed Lady Bass national "bass-only"
fishing circuits for
women. Mrs. Storey has
finished second overall
in 1985 on the Bass'n Gal
circuit and 13th in Lady
Bass tournaments. In
addition, she has never
finished out of the nation's Top 30 lady
anglers list during her
five years as a
professional.
Mrs. Storey started
out fishing to get away
by herself. She said she
enjoys the "freedom
you feel out on the
lake." Mrs. Storey adds
that "when you're
fishing, you've got to
forget everything else."
"I've always been an
outdoor person," she
adds.
Jeanette said her
brother William took
her fishing for the first
time and she loved it.
She said her husband
Charles entered her in
her first contest. "He

Peter
Gott, M.D.

Effects of
spinal tap
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

Jeanette Storey points out some the equipment she uses to help her become
one of the ail-time money winners on the Bass'n Gal tournament circuit.
thought I was good
enough to compete,"
Jennette added.
"I did it all myself"
for the first year of competing she said. Charles
would not go with her.
"I had to prove to him
that I could do it,"
Jeanette explained.
Now her husband goes
to all the tournaments
with her.
Jeanette said that
before she ever gets out
onto a lake before a
tournament, there is a
lot of preparation.
"You do lots of
homework before• you
ever get to the lake,"
she said.
Mrs. Storey said she
always orders maps of
the lake beforehand and
looks for structures and

places she wants to try.
"I try to fish it Ian
Unknown lake) like I
would Kentucky Lake,"
she explains,
Contestants are not
allowed on the lake for
two weeks prior to a
tournament. They are
allowed three days of
practice before the two
days of tournament
competition.

Jeanette's sponsors
are currently: Bagley
Baits, Trilene, Fish Formula, Quantum Reels,
Mercury Marine,
Micronar, Motor Guide
Trolling Motors, King
Fisher Boats, Red River
Trailers, Citation
Tackle and All-Star
Rods.
In addition to her
competition in tour"It takes a lot of hard naments, Mrs. Storey
work and it's hard to has organized her own
fish a strange lake show "Jeanette Storey
you've never been on Outdoor Show" to probefore," she explained. mote fishing and fishing
She added that equipment in smaller
sometimes you tend to cities and on radio
shows.
run yourself to death.
She held one recently
By doing well in tour- in Murray
and already
naments Jeanette at- has the West
Kentucky
tracted the attention of Livestock
and Exposiseveral companies will- tion Center
booked for
ing to sponsor her.
next year.
She said all of her
Jeanette enjoys
sponsors have come to fishing and competing.
her. Jeanette explains
"When I get involved
that her sponsors really in something I give
it all
take care of her.,She has I've
got because 'ifsigned some long-term you're
not, you're
contracts -wittr some of wasting your time,"
her sponsors.
Jeanette said.

DEAR DR. GOTT - Seven years
ago I had a spinal tap and haven't felt
well since. I get a pressure across my
back and down 'my rib cage, and a
general feeling of inflammation and
not feeling well. Could you tell me
about this procedure?
DEAR READER — A spinal tap or
lumbar puncture is a relatively safe
method by which a physician can
withdraw small quantities of spinal
fluid for analysis. The technique is
useful in diagnosing meningitis(infection of the sac covering brain and spinal cord) and bleeding into the spinal
_fluid (from stroke or injury).
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When performing a spinal tap, the
doctor ordinarily numbs a small button of skin over the lower spine, introduces a slender hollow needle, guides
it between the vertebral bones, penetrates the disc, passes into the space
surrounding the spinal nerves and extracts some of the fluid for examination. The test must be done using
strict antibacterial methods, like
those used in surgery. Although, when
properly performed, the test is essentially painless and harmless,some patients will experience headache after
the tap. This usually is eased by a few
hours of bed rest. To my knowledge,
back and rib pressure seven years after a lumbar puncture probably bear
no relation to the test itself.
DEAR DR.GOTT — Two years ago
I was involved in an auto accident and
was slightly injured, but have fully recovered. My passenger, who was
wearing a seatbelt, got whiplash and
still wears a surgical collar. Does
whiplash last that long? She says I
could be collecting like she is and not
have to work. She goes to parties and.
after she has had a few drinks, takes
the collar off. I do hope you can enlighten me on the extent of this kind of
injury.
DEAR READER — Whiplash is
more a legal than a medical term
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During an auto accident, the patient's
head can be violently shaken in a toand-fro manner. This sudden action
can put excessive stress on the neck's
supporting structures. A type of
sprain can result. Like other joints in
the body, a sprained neck can produce
long-lasting pain and stiffness. However, the symptoms usually become
much less severe as time progresses.
Apparently, your passenger continues to have neck pain that is probably
muscular, because alcohol relieves it.
I wonder if her pain would be more
bearable is she no longer were experiencing secondary gain from the accident — "collecting,- as you put it.
presumably from an insurance company. If she were truly handicapped. I
doubt that "a few drinks" would temporarily solve the problem. Perhaps
more effective therapy could be directed toward the area above the
neck, between the ears.
If you have questions about DIVERTICULAR DISEASE,you can get
answers in Dr. Gott's new Health Report on the subject. Send $1 plus your
name and address to P.O. Box 2597.
Cincinnati. OH 45201. Be sure to ask
for the Health Report on Diverticular
Disease.
19811. NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Libyan students banned from aircraft work
LONDON IAPI — Britain announced today
that more than 300 Libyan aviation students
have been. banned from
working on aircraft for
security reasons, and
must leave the country.
Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher told
Parliament in a written
statement that the Libyan aviation students
would not be able to
complete their courses
"and they will be expected to leave."
Twenty-two Libyan
students who were
rounded up earlier this
week as suspected
subversives were
scheduled to leave Britain on a Libyan Arab
Airlines flight today, the
Ho.me,Office said,
On Thursday night.
Mrs. Thatcher accused
Libya of involvement in
terrorist acts in Britain
since 1980.
In a written reply to a
question in Parliament,
she said they included
bombings
in London and
_

Manchester in March
1984 in which 20 Britons
were injured, the killing
of a policewoman by
gunfire from inside the
Libyan embassy in
April 1984 and supplying
arms to the outlawed
Irish Republican Army
last year.
The prime minister
refused to say during a
House of Commons
debate earlier on what
conditions she might aid
the United States in
another air raid on
Libya. She said such information would be
helpful to terrorists.
Britain allowed the
use of F-111 fighterbombers based on its
territory in the April 15
U.S. air raids on Libya.
-The Home Office -said
Thursday a Libyan man
was detained Wednesday night and would be
deported along with 21
arrested in dawn raids
Tuesday across the
country.
The only Libyan identified was Adel.

Masaoud, 23, a trainee
airline pilot who
threatened to form an
anti-U.S. suicide squad

a month ago during the
U.S.-Libyan naval confrontation in the Gulf of
Sidra.

Christine Wolf, a -Murray High School student,
particpated in the Scholars Forum at Earlham
College April 3-4. Wolf, the daughter of Ken and
Deanna Wolf, 1404 Vine, Murray, was one of 85
academically accomplished high schoolers from
around the nation invited to the conference.
Among other activities, the young scholars met
with 1980 Nobel Prize Laureate Adolfo Perez Esquivel in discussions on "Human Rights in Our
Time." Wolf is a semifinalist for a scholarship to _

NACA
(North American Crappie Association)
Tournament was held over the
past weekend with some
outstanding results.
Buddy Boyd and Donnie Boyd of Murray brought in a whopping 58.55 pounds
and took home First prize of $5,000 using Southern Pro Lures.
Jeanette Storey examines one of her reels that
she uses in catching tournament-winning fish.

Jeanette Storey

START WITH

Reg. $499.95

Sale

$44995
See
Our

Complete
Selection

Southern Pro Color Lures brought in the largest share of the prize
money overall in the two tournaments.
Southern Pro Lures have proven their superiority and capability over
the traditional minnows.

Now On

SALE
• Lawn-Boy two-cycle engine—no messy
oil to check or change.
• Tough, but lightweight, cast aluminum
deck.,
• Comfortable, easy-to-use controls.
• Full two-year limited warranty.

LAWN-BOY STEEL DECK
SPECIAL 7035. 21" PUSH
MOWER WITH FAMOUS LAWNBOY QUALITY AND STEEL
DECK VALUE.
' • Lawn Boy two-cycle engine no messy oil to check or change
•Easy-to-empty side bag
\ • Rugged 14-gauge steel deck
•ilp •Comfortable easy-touse controls
• Full one year
limited
war ant
Rog. 9349.95

*299"
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Home of Lit'l Hustler Jigs

Southern Pro Lures. Inc
P 0 Box 2502
Jonesboro, AR 72402

90 Days Same
As Cash

Color Selection
Dial

Financing Available

ALL SEASONS
LAWN &
LEISURE, INC.

You Can
Purchast Lit'l
Hustler Jigs At

Ar. fig Ai
d

205 N. 4th

Murray

753-4110
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Consumers Week proclaimed by Reagan
President Reagan has
proclaimed April 20-26
National Consumers
Week.
According to Margaret
Trevathan. Director of
the Murray-Calloway
County Public Library.

this year's theme. •'Consumers Rate Quality."
acknowledge that by
seeking quality and
value, consumers set the
standard of acceptability
for products and services
by. "voting" with. their

Mufflers

'We do all types of
muffler repair and installation.
Dual ex$2395
haust conversion (vans
GERRALD BOYD'S & trucks).

AUTO REPAIR &
SERVICE CENTER
514
S. 12th

753-1750
Estb. 1956

marketplace doliars. It
is also a ringing declaration that consumers can
insist on honest value.
The Tennessee Valley
Authority feels that consumer participation in
decision making_ and.in..
resolving public issues is
vital to the agency's continuing public service
role, according to L. Darryl Armstrong. District
Administrator of TVA's
Kentucky District Office.
"Consumers are encouraged to make their
views known through
TVA's Citizen Action
Lines." he said. Information specialists answer
calls on TVA's toll-free
telephones six days a
week
Occasionally.

Board members and
other managers take
time to answer these
calls personally. A
special typewriter also
enables deaf persons to
call.
.- During-National Consumers Week, TVA will
sponsor photographic exhibits depicting the
"quality of life" in the
Valley region which will
be on display at the
Calloway County Public
Library.
Additional information
on TVA's National Consumer Week activities
listed above may be obtained by calling the tollfree Citizen Action Lines.
Kentucky residents may
call 1-800-251-9242.

40 4

Todd L. Smith, Mayfield Route 1, shakes hands
with Murray State University President Dr.
Kala M. Stroup as she presents him with the
President's Sabre during the annual President's
Awards Day ceremony at Murray State April 17.
The award recognizes the outstanding cadet of
the year in the Reserve Officers Training Corps
(ROTC) at the university. Smith also received
the Scholastic Excellence MS IV award, sponsored by American Legion Post 26.

Patricia S. Doyle. Murray, shakes hands with
Maj. Andy Stratton, executive officer in the
Department of Military Science at Murray State
University, as she receives the General Military
Excellence MS IV award, sponsored by
American Legion Post 26. The presentation was
part of the annual PresidenFs Awards Day
ceremony at Murray State April 17.

Vanilla or
Black Color

Steel frame
8 1 ' 483 ,0 1 , 811 820 .0

Swing

56.88 Frame 36.88

Glide-A -Lawn Swing.
Steel tubing painted.
Includes all hardware and
lumber. Lumber is pre-drilled.
606 756 t0 1 r

4 Pdttern Pistol Nozzle 0,31
ot
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be:5
Liettc Bolt

24.88 28.44 29.88 39.99
wooden Screen Door Aluminum Screen
Replacement Patio
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nation Door. 1
finch
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Congoleum
On Sale
Now!
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90 DAY INTEREST FREE FINANCING AVAILABLE
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Kim C. Dinh, Murray,shakes hands with Lt.
Col.
Charles M. Knedler Jr., chairman of the
Department of Military Science at Murray
State
University. Knedler presented Ms. Dinh with the
El Tigre Award MS III, sponsored by
the
AMVETS, as part of the annual President's
Awards Day ceremony at Murray State April
17.

ROTC awards program held at MSU

Reg. 138.99

5. Porch Swing with Frame
•,• ,r,ed nardwoott slats
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cond
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Candy Lockhart, Murray, shakes hands with
Maj. Andy Stratton, representing the Reserve
Officers Association, as he presents her with the
Reserve Officers Association Award MS III. The
presentation was part of the annual President's
Awards Day ceremony at Murray State University April 17.

Open 7 Days A Week
Cq' Your Cca-nplete Wane Building Supply Center
*Other LoattIone — Benton & Lake City, KY*

Murray leers: lass.-fri. 7:30 am.-7 p.m., Sat. 6 a.m. 6 p.m., Svn.

1-S p.n.

Cadet Lt. Col. rtodd L
Smith of Mayfield, a
senior computer'science
major at Murray State
Universityq, has been
named the outstanding
cadet of the year in the
Reserve Officers Training Corps CROTC1 program at Murray State.
Smith, 22, was awarded the year's most
prestigious honor, the
President's Sabre. at the
annual President's Day
Awards program Thursday, April 17. Dr. Kala
M. Stroup. Murray State
president, made the
presentation.
Smith will be commissioned a second lieutenant, aviation branch, in
a military ceremony on
campus Friday, May 9.
He will begin training at
Fort Ruckers. Ala., after
graduation.
Presentation of the
President's
Sabre
climaxed the recognition
program in the Curris
Center theater during
which cadets were
honored for individual
achievement in both
general and class-level
categories.
The other awards,
recipients and guest
presenters were:
ROTC Sportsmanship
Award to Dennis E.
Dockery.
Memphis,
Tenn.. sponsored by the
Daughters
of
the
American Revolution,
Jacob Flournoy chapter,
and
presented
by
Christine Batts.
Outstanding Pershing
Rifleman Award to
Steven D. Dearing.
Princeton, sponsored by
the Disabled American
Veterans, Chapter 50,
and presented by Joe
Smith.
Outstanding Ranger
Award to Michael C.
Hatz. Carmichael Calif.,
sponsored by the United
Daughters of the Confederacy, J.N. Williams
chapter, and presented
by Inez Claxton. Hatz

also
receivrri
the
Superior Cadet Award
MS 111, sponsored by the
Department of the Army
and presented by Dr.
Kenneth Winters, dean of
the College of Industry
and Technology.
Outstanding
COor
Guard Member to Rita
A. Matthews, Hardinsburg Route 2, sponsored by the Daughters
of the American Revolution, Capt. Wendall Oury
chapter. and presented
by Mrs. C.J. Barrett. Ms.
Matthews also received
the Armed Forces Communications and Electronics
Association
Award MS III, presented
by Lt. Col. Charles M.
Knedler Jr.. chairman of
the Department of
Military Science.
Military
History
Award MS II to Karen L.
Kortendick, Mequon.
Wis., sponsored by the
Daughters and Founders
and Patriots of America
and presented by Col.
Bobby H. Freeman,
i retired).
Society of the War of
1.812 Award MS II to
Michael J. Forsyth.
Mayfield, sponsored by
the Society of the War of
1812 and presented by
Winters.
El Tigre Award MS III
Kim C. Dinh, Murray,
sponsored
by
the
American Veterans of
World
War
II
(AMVETS)
and
presented by Knedler.
Outstanding Summer
Camp Performance MS
IV to Thomas L. Payne.
Louisville. sponsored by
the Reserve Officers
Association
and
presented by Maj. Andy
Stratton, executive officer in the Department
of Military Science at
Murray State.
,
-Scholastic Excellence
MS Ito John R. Watson.
Sturgis, who was absent.
Bob Billington presented
the award on behalf of its
sponsor, the Rotary

ABSOLUTELY DELICIOUS

FRIED
CHICKEN
8isZts$299
15:1110 10
DELI & BAKERY

Club.
Scholastic Excellence
MS II to Don D. Ray,
Madisonville. sponsored
by the Murray Lions
Club and presented by
Bill Bailey. Ray also
received the Superior
Cadet Award MS II.
sponsored by the Department of the Army and
presented by Winters.
Scholastic Excellence
MS III to John A. Colgan,
Benton. sponsored by the
Civitan
Club
and
presented by Wayne
Williams. Colgan received the Scholastic Excellence MS II award in
1985.
Scholastic Excellence
MS IV to Smith, sponsored by American
Legion Post 26 and
presented by Stratton.
He
received
the
Scholastic Excellence III
award in 1985.
Sojourner's Award to
Christine Hildebrandt,
Radcliff, sponsored by
the National Sojourners
Chapter 177, Fort Campbell, and presented by
Knedler.
Reserve
Officers
Association Award MS
III to Candy D. Lockhart,
Murray. sponsored by
the association and
presented by Stratton.
Leadership Award MS
I to 011ie R. Moore.
Louisville, sponsored by
Woodmen of the World
and presented by Allen
Rhodes.
Leadership Award MS
II to Gerald R. Davis.
Owensboro, sponsored
by the mayor of Murray.
and
presented
by
Knedler.
Leadership Award MS
III to William T. Goff.
Owensboro, sponsored
by the Association of the
U.S.
Army
and
presented by Freeman.
Leadership Award MS
IV to James R. Stutler.
Madisonville. who was
absent. The award is
sponsored
by
the
Kiwanis
Club
and
presented by Dr. Harold
Eversmeyer.
General Military Excellence MS Ito Gerry R.
Cox, Lilbourn, sponsored

by the Sons of the
American Revolution,
James
Champion
chapter, and presented
by Brown Tucker.
General Military Excellence MS Ii to Dwight
D. Futrell, Eddyville.
sponsored
by
the
Military Order of World
Wars and presented by
Stratton.
General Military Excellence MS III to Rebecca 0. Seale, Frankfort.
sponsored
by
the
Reserve
Officers
Association
and
presented by Knedler.
General Military Excellence MS IV to
Patricia S. Doyle, Murray, sponsored
by
American Legion Post 26
and
presented
by
Stratton.
Superior Cadet Award
MS Ito Anthony R. Sims,
Louisville, sponsored by
the Department of the
Army and presented by
Winters.
Superior Cadet Award
MS IV to Anthony W.
Potts. Mayfield. who was
absent. The award is
sponsored by the Department of the Army and
presented by Winters.
Potts. recipient of the
George C. Marshall
Award, was attending
the George C. Marshall
Conference in Lexington,
Va., and unable to attend
the ceremony.
Twenty-four cadets,
six from each military
science class, were named to the President's I'latoon. They are:
MS I — Mike Barton,
James Crowder, Sandra
Hensley, Melissa Herndon, Ron Kohlenberger
and Jeff Williams.
MS 11
—; Kerry
Alsbrooks, Ruthanne
Brewer. Don Dechow.
Carrie Griffin, Gary
Stevens and Richard
Watson.
MS III — John Colgan,
Nick Horton. Candy
Lockhart. Todd Phelps.
Frank Wilford and Mike
Young.
MS IV — Joe Clifton,
Kevin Extine. Thelma
Hall, Chris Hazen, Ha
Miller and Ray Santiago
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McConnell press aide begins
new duties with Ag secretary
WASHINGTON (Al'
McConnell. R-Ky , will
— Agriculture begin her new duties
Secretary Richard E. 'Monday. Her starting
Lyng announced Thurs- salary will be $44,430 a
day the appointment of year.
a 27-year-old Capitol
She is a native of KenHill aide as his press tucky and earned . a
secretary.
bachelor's degree in
Lyng said Lynne Ann communications from
Melillo. who has been Miami University. Oxpress aide to Sen. Mitch ford, Ohio, In 1981
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our university here, you remember one trip I
know.
made to the Middle
East, blood runs cold
Among some of my with fear. On the flight
friends who are Ill are: to the Holy Land, we
Jo Burkeen (Mrs. J.B.
were detained three
who is nursing an upper- times waiting for runarm break she received ways to be mended. The
They may be gone. in Tularasa, N. Mex. recently. Don't we miss
run-way and several
But, in case the wind after spending a term in
her editing the woman's planes at Athens were
and weather have not Saudis Arabia, .at
page of. the Ledger it bombed. We _waited in
taken them,rouse go to " Ryaka, a neighbor of
Times? In a talk with Brussels until the lanthe city park and see the Lybia. Kay and Bill left
her on the phone, I ding spot could be
blanket of heavenly blue the old house on Cyprus learned
that she would mended. We found the
daisies. They are on the Island they had bought
be at home about a plate glass windows at
The Students are all smiles after winning first, east side of the road bet- and were reworking it to
month longer. Guessing. the airport shattered;
second, and third place at Murray State History
ween the old court house use for a vacation spot.
I'd think she is the attendants frightened;
Day. Pictured left to right are the following: Ron
and the one-room school Left furniture and all
senior employee of the and general disorder.
Pictured are Jon Jackson, Bryan Hosford, Kevin
Jackson won third place in performance, Marian
house. When seeing because they felt the
paper. She began work When boarding our
Newell, and Marian Henderson participants in
Henderson won second place in performance, them Sunday, I was spot was in the danger
on the paper shortly plane for Cairo, we were
History Day at Murray State University on
overcome with their zone.
and Kevin Newell won first place in perforafter I left the post in told "Hurry. No-pictureMarch 21. All are students at Calloway County
beauty. "I didn't know
mance; Brian Hosford won first place for his
1948. Ask her about this taking." We did as we
Middle School. Newell, Henderson, and Jackson
project on "The Tobacco Wars in Kentucky". there were blue daisies.
tie glad to serve county and town. She'll were directed; entered
placed first, second and third respectively in the
The students were accompanied to Murray State
I've seen white, yellow again," was the reply known
the answer. She's the plane through the
individual performance category. First and seby Linda Feltner, one of the sponsors for History and pink- but BLUE from Mrs. Olga
not that old; however, back end. I've slides of
cond place winners will complete at State
Day at Calloway County Middle. Other sponsors ones!" was daughter's Freeman when she was
she began work quite the situation — in spite
History Day in Lexington, Kentucky in May.
are Pitt Seiber and Peter O'Rourke. The first and "mation. They are asked to serve another
young.
of the orders. In Cairo
History Day advisors at CCMS are Linda
wild, of course, about year in the Magazine
second place winners qualified for state
we were detained
Feltner, Pat Seiber and Peter O'Rourke.
the
size of one's finger Club. Not everyone who
competition.
Frank Wainscott is another day for the runtip and stand about six Is asked to serve replies
quite ill, in the local way in Beirut to recover
inches tall. I can't so affirmatively. But to
hospital. Mrs. Billie from the day's bombing.
describe the scene. know Olga, you know
Hall underwent surgery In another instance. a
You'll have to see for she is willing. She's a
Monday. According to bridge was bombed
yourself.
mother and former her sister, Mrs. Ted shortly after we had
teacher, we remember. Potts (Norella ), Billie crossed it in Israel. My
Another first for her
will remain in the experience in the Midwas the one-room house
Our Sunday afternoon hospital about a week.
dle,. East has been pleanear the Playhouse in ramble in the city park
sant. The guides — both
The Park. 'Twas in- and the area south of
Atty. Ed Overbey Arabs and Jews were
teresting to relate my town was quite a tonic
a
underwent a quadruple- kind and highly
first year of teaching in for what ails. Azaleas
open-heart operation educated on the history
By Abigail Van Buren
a building similar to the and dogwoods painted
recently. A heart attack of the area, and the BiDEAR ABBY: My grandson,Ran- car out of Mom. "Special favor," I My folks
had to identify me. Why Waters building that the town. Homes where April 4 triggered the ble. The situation now
dy, who just turned 16, called and pleaded. "All the kids drive." When did
they have to see me like this? stands as a reminder of owners were pruning. surgery. According to begs for tourists to play
asked for an article he knew I had the 2:50 bell rang, I threw all my Why
did I have to look at Mom's the education facilities mowing, planting pain- his brother, Atty. Don safe. Go elsewhere or
saved when it appeared in your books in the locker. I was free until eyes
when she faced the most terrible 'way back about 1915. ting — making the place Overbey, Ed will be out remain home.
column in the Chicago Tribune many 8:40 tomorrow morning! I ran to the ordeal
of her life? Dad suddenly Peering through win- look inviting. Harmoniz- of their law office until
years ago. He just enrolled in driver's parking lot, excited at the thought of looked like
an old man. He told the dows, one can see the ing with the spring at- about July. Daughter,
eacation at his high school and driving a car and being my own man
in charge,"Yes, he is my son." stove, black board and tire of the country were
that piece had made such a profound boss. Free!
The funeral was a weird experi- single seats that have Kala and Joe Stroup Kellie, will graduate
(Cont'd from page 4)
impression on him that he wanted a
from North Western in
ence.
I saw all my relatives and been contributed. bicycling
It doesn't matter how the accident
along the June. David, the son, is Louisville; a report of
copy to reread from time to time.
friends walk toward the casket. They However, the desks, at
Wiswell road; both a junior in high school.
It was titled, "Please, God, I'm happened. I was goofing off—going passed
the convention is to be
by,one by one,and looked at my school, Galloway,
too fast. Taking crazy chances. But
Only 17." I remember it well because
wearing
dark
glasses
given
later by the
me
with
the saddest eyes I've ever near Lynn Grove were
I was enjoying my freedom and
it affected me in the same way, so I
and she sporting a
Staying at home for chapter delegates. Mrs.
having fun. The last thing I remem- seen. Some of my buddies were made to seat
clipped it. Unfortunately, I cannot
two tropical — like shirt. vacation may be the Twozney and
the
bered was passing an old lady who crying. A few of the girls touched students.
find it.
The ones in the Flying full blast. She is style since terrorism chapter president,
my
hand
and
sobbed as they walked
Mrs.
seemed
to
be
going
awfully
slow.
I
Will you please run it again? I am
park are single seaters
Dr. Stroup. president of threatens. When I Robert Bryan
away.
sure there are many young people heard a deafening crash and I felt a
Please—some
body—wake
terrible
me
up!
jolt.
Glass and steel flew
who have never read it. And those
While seated on the
Get me out of here! I can't bear to see
who htfve might need to be reminded everywhere, My whole body seemed
to be turning inside out. I heard my mom and dad so broken up. My front porch of the little
of the grim message it carries to
grandparents are so racked with school house, we noted
young people.rho will be driving myself scream.
grief they can hardly walk. My the, improvisions that
automobiles for the first time.
Suddenly I awakenedi it was very brother artasisters azplike zombies. had..been made,to suppYou may uNilly ñam
ina': Aliolice officer was standing The; move like robots. In
a daze, ly missing parts of the
MARGIT NELSON, over-me. Then I -saw a- doctor.- My everylfricty! No -cine
can-believe this. oriiinal building.
SKOKIE, ILL. body was mangled. I was saturated And I can't believe
it, either.
"Modest Clark Jeffrey
with blood. Pieces of jagged glass
Please don't bury me! I'm not (Mrs. Buron 'Boots')
were sticking out all over. Strange dead! I have a lot of living to do! I
furnished the paint for
DEAR MARGIT: With plea- that I couldn't feel anything.
want to laugh and run again. I want inside
and outside of the
sure:
Hey,don't pull that sheet over my to sing and dance. Please don't put
head! I &in% be dead. I'm only 17. me in the ground. I promise if you building," I explained.
PLEASE, GOD, I'M ONLY 17
I've got a date tonight. I'm supposed give me just one more chance, God, Later in the day, I learnThe day I died was an ordinary to grow up and have a wonderful I'll be the most
careful driver in the ed from Modest that she
school day. How I wish I had taken life. I haven't lived yet. I can't be whole world. All
I want is one more had given the paint in
the bus! But I was too cool for the dead.
memory of her late huschance.
bus. I remember how I wheedled the
Later I was placed in tr.
band. She 'remembers
-drawer.
Please, God, I'm only 17!
that he taught his first
year in the mountains of
Kentucky in this kind of
building. He was a well
known athlete and
educator. He died shortly after retiring from
the office of county
school superintendent.
Modest and "Boots"
have contributed to the
educational welfare of
this county.
She is confined to her
home because of the
shingles, and phlebitis.
But in spite of the
Thirty-seven students from Murray Elementary
discomfort from these,
School raised $1,424.94 for the American Heart
she still sounds good.
Association by participating in the "Jump Rope
The winning team in the "Jump Rope for Heart"
special event consisted of Richard Thornton,
She is an excellent
for Heart" special event in March.
speaker and uses this
Trevor Jones, Clay Ryan, and Wesley Latimer.
talent by teaching the
The students collected on pledges made by
Bible lesson in the
friends and neighbors for so much money per
United Methodist
hour each team jumped.
church here, once a
month. She is a retired
teacher.

History Day

observations

by lochie hart

Life Doesn't Always
Offer Teens a
Second Chance

a,.

P.E.0

Loyal Order
of Moose...
The Fraternal
Advantage

MURRAY LODGE #2011 invites you to
a slide and video presentation featuring
Mooseheart and Moosehaven — the
aims and purposes of our fraternal
organization.

Jump Rope For Heart

On Sunday, April 27, 1986 the Lodge
will open at 2:00 P.M. with the presentation beginning at 2:30 P.M.

Sandwiches and coffee, will be served
during the question and answer portion
of the program.

We logic forward to sharing this information with our friends and neighbors.

LUTHER ROBERTS
ELEMEkITARY SC

In teams of four or five, students participating in
"Jump Rope for Heart" jumped rope for one to
three hours, with each member jumping until tiring and then passing the rope to another student.

Mrs. Elsie Parker
(Thomas) is relieved
that her daughter, Kay
(Mrs. Bill Threlkeld)
and family are at home

Daythel Turley
Governor

Highest earners in the "Jump Rope for Heart"
special event were Emma Shaw ($100), Richard
Thornton ($170.45), Monica Williams ($189.40),
and Wesley Latimer ($152.75). Top individual
earners and the winning team received special
prizes, with all students receiving a certificate of
appreciation.

Treasure Hunt
Movie Special

Application needed for Social Security
A person or family
cannot receive Social
Security payments
unless an application for
them is filed, Bettye
Williams. Social Security District Manager in
Paducah, said recently.
There are certain
special times when #
person should get in
touch with the Social
Security office. For example, people should
contact Social Security
if they are unable to
work because of an injury or illness that is expected to last, or has
lasted, for at least one
year; if someone in the
family dies; or if the
worker, spouse, or a
dependent child has permanent kidney failure
In addition, a person
should contact a Social
Security office if he or
she is at least 62 and
plans to retire or is

within three months of
65 even if there are no
plans to retire, to arrange Medicare health
insurance protection.
For more information

about applying for
Social Security benefits
contact either the
Paducah Social Security
office located on 546
Lone Oak Road,

Robert J. Rutherford
Administrator

Over 100 Movies are secretly marked, if you pick one of these hidden
treasures you receive a FREE movie
with your other movie rentals.

telephone 443-7506: or
the Mayfield Social
Security office located
on US Highway 45
North. telephone
247-8095

a

Non-Members ia

TUCK'S

PANELING

4x8 LATTICE and
Treated Lumber For
PATIOS and DECKS

6

Movie $ 10
Rentals
Members
Pickup Friday, bring back Monday'

7:30-5:30 MON-FRI
SAT 7:30-3:00

PLYWOOD • PAINT
BUILDING MATERIALS
KITCHEN CABINETS
BATHROOM VANITIES
ROOFING MATERIALS
EXTERIOR SIDING
DOOR UNITS

Hwy. 45 1 Mi. So.
Martin, TN
901/587-3000

Movie $ 10
Rentals

VCR Rentals

$9.95

$12.50

For the weekend
_

753-8201

Your Movie
Professionals
have over 50 VCR's
to rent and 1900
Moviii Titles

Open till 8 Fri. and 6 Sat.

For the week

RENTAOSALES
CENTER
2001 Mon

753 9701
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Murray State finishes third

Split gives Raiders
OVC division title
Middle Tennessee single in the fifth. He after two innings and
captured the Ohio drove in Dave Winder, never again trailed.
Valley Conference who had walked and
Alegre had a two-run
Southern Division title stolen second. Doss double in the second.
Thursday by splitting a went to third when the Naughton and Russell
double-header with right fielder misplayed Burger scored.
Murray State.
his single, but was Naughton had walked.
The Blue Raiders stranded there.
Burger had singled.
(27-23) finished OVC
Tom Gargiulo doubled
The 'Breds loaded the
play with an 8-4 record. in the sixth and came
bases in the third on a
They will host the OVC home on Danny
walk to Gargiulo, a
tournament.
Naughton's one-out tri- single by Steve
Groehn
By splitting with Mid- ple. Naughton also was
and a walk to Burger.
dle. MSU (16-23) finish- stranded.
Alegre then walked,
ed 5-7 in the OVC and
The 'Breds scored scoring Gargiulo.
Ron
--third in the Southern their final run in the
Schmitt was hit by a
Division. Only the top seventh. Pinch hitt
pitch, scoring Grpetui.
two teams in the divi- Paul Alegre doubled
Alegre picked up his
sion advance to the tour- Jay Connell singled.
nament. Tennessee Gargiulo's single knock- fourth RBI with a single
Tech grabbed second ed in Alegre. Gargiulo in *the fifth, plating
Groehn, who had singlwith a 6-6 mark.
went 2-for-3.
ed
and moved to second
Middle won the first
Van Golmont (2-4) pitgame Thursday 5-3. ched a complete game on Naughton's single.
Murray State took the for Murray State. He
Naughton drove in a
Staff photo 111, kent lirown
second game 6-3.
struck out seven and
run in the sixth with a
AT THE WIRE - Murray High School's Yolanda Greenfield
In the first game, the walked one while allow- single.
, Lady Tigers finished second to St. Mary,while the Tigers won,
center, placed second in the 100-yard dash at the tri-meet with scoring 81 points
'Breds tallied single ing nine hits.
to 45 for St. Mary. Greenfield won the long
Alegre, Groehn,
Paducah St. Mary and Fulton County Thursday at MHS. The jump with a personal best of 15-1.
runs in the fifth and
Middle came through
Naughton
and Burger
sixth to take a 2-1 lead, with three two-out hits
went
2-for-3.
all
but the Blue Raiders in the sixth. Tony Hayes
posted a four-run sixth. and Eddie Pye drove in
Jim Lambert (4-3)
Chris Whitehead gave runs with singles. Barry threw a five-hitter, fanMiddle a 1-0 lead in the Chandler plated two ning three and walking
first with a home run.
two.
runs with a double. Greg
Doss
The 'Breds host SIUtied
In
the
the
second
game,
George Foster's up- Thursday night for a 5-4 league home run list Philadelphia's
runs in
hitting a three -run contest with an one-out MSU grabbed n °-1 lend Carbondale Tuesday.
and-down season con- victory over the with 334, has not con- Pittsburgh.
homer.
tinued with another Cardinals.
nected this season and
Schmidt•s two-run
Sutcliffe, 1-3, pitched 6
rollercoaster ride
"The important thing has driven home just homer in the first inning
1-3
innings a.nd gave up
against the St. Louis is not to let what hap- four runs.
caromed off the left- Jour runs on seven hits.
Cardinals. This time, pened before bother
In other National_ 'field foul pole. He _hit a - He- -connected -for the
Foster and the New you." Foster said.
League games. Chicago sacrifice fly in the sixth
third regu1ar-4season
York Mets wound up(-In
So far this season. the beat Montreal 7-5. and hit his fourth home
home run of his career
top
37-year-old Foster has Philadelphia downed run of the season in the in
the sixth inning, cappFoster, who dropped a been benched for a cou- Pittsburgh 4-2. Cincin- ninth.
ing
a four-run outburst.
fly ball in left field that ple of games because of nati blanked Houston 3-0
Shane Rawley. 2-1,
Reds 3, Astros0
-.,-Allowed St. Louis to a lack of production, and Los Angeles held the Pirates
The Murray Rotary established, according owned golf carts will be
to five
Cincinnat
i's Mario Club's
score earlier, sparked a even though he is cur- defeated Atlanta 6-3.
Second Annual to Mike Holton, a Mur- permitted.
hits.
Soto. trying to rebound
ninth-inning rally with a rently batting .314 after
Men's Charity Golf ray insurance represenPhillies 4. Pirates 2
Entries should be
Cubs 7. Expos 5
from a disappointing
double and then singled going 3-for-5 against St.
Mike Schmidt hit two
Rick Sutcliffe won his 1985 season, continued Tournament is slated tative and the tourna- mailed to the Murray
home the winning run Louis. But Foster. 40th homers and a sacrifice first game of
for May 17 and 18 at ment chairman.
Rotary Club. P.O. Box
the season, that comeback with a
with two outs in the 10th on the all-time major- fly, driving in all of and helped
Murray State UniverClosest to the pin and 411. Murray. KY 42071.
himself by three-hit shutout in
sity's 6,500-yard Miller long-driving contests They must be received
Houston.
Memorial Course.
will be held both days on by 5 p.m. on Friday.
Soto. 12-15 last year,
two
holes, and a 1986 May 16.
The
tourney
will be a
raised his record to 2-1.
Ford Escort, sponsored
He struck out five and two-man scramble this
Starting times, to be
year, instead of last by Parker Ford of Murwalked three. •
assigned
on a firstray,
goes
to
the first
Nick Esasky hit a solo year's individual medal
golfer to score a hole-in- come, first-serve basis.
play.
home run, his third, in
one on the par-3 18th can be arranged by callthe fourth. The Reds
ing 753-2238, the number
More than $8,000 in hole.
have hit one homer in merchandise prizes
the pro shop.
of
The Murray Lady Amy Ford's double.
The
entry
fee
is
$40
ing. a single. Ford got Latimer's long fly ball each of their 12 games
(retail value) await the per player and includes
Tigers split a double- Lori Perrin singled. her
Jimmy
Brown of
second hit, a double. scored two runs.
this year. They are top five teams in five
header with Graves Cathy Williams tripled,
one practice round dur- Paducah won last year's
Williams' singled in
within one of the major- flights.
County Thursday at the driving in two runs. JenMurray tied Graves
ing May 12-16 and lunch tourney with an even
Westerfield with the
league record for home
A seniors division for on Saturday, the first par 142. Brown is a twoMurray -Calloway Coun- nifer Hamilton followed
County
with
three runs
tenth run of the inning,
runs in consecutive golfers 50 years old and day
ty Park
in the sixth and one in
of the tournament.
time Kentucky amateur
with a two-run homer. her second hit.
The Lady Tigers .4-8 I Melissa Maddox doublthe seventh in the se- games at the start of a older has been
The use of privately- champion.
season, 13, set by the
won the first game 12-5, ed. Lisa Shoemak
The Lady Tigers sent cond game.
er
Cubs in 1984.
scoring ten runs in the doubled, plating Mad- 15 batters to the plate in
Shoemaker. Spann
Dodgers 6, Braves 3
second inning. They lost dox. Cindy Spann the second.
and Karen Wolfe singled
Greg Brock and Mike
the second game 11-4 in doubled.
Spann knocked in In the sixth, loading the Marshall hit home runs,
eight innings.
Marshall County's single by Erica scoring
Shoemaker and Spann Maddox. who had singl- bases. Westerfield and
with i RBI triMariano Duncan
Michelle Westerfield scored on Gaye
ed, with a double in the knocked in one run with broke out of a 2-for-21 girls' softball team Muskgrow. P.J. Chad- ple in the second inning,
led off the second inning Latimer's three-ru
defeated Calloway wiek's ground ball forc- knocking
n third inning. Maddox a single. Ford plated slump with
in Chadwick,
a two-run County twice Thursday
of the first game with a homer. Westerfield
ed Lee at third. Christy who had singled
got had moved to second on two with a triple.
.
double to lead Los at the Murray
double and scored on her second hit of the
-Calloway Darnell drove in Darnell
inn- Shoemaker's single.
scored on
Shoemaker drove in Angeles past Atlanta.
County Park.
Muskgrow with a single. Ginger Billingto
the tieing run in the
n's
Marshall's fifth home
The Lady Marshals Tracy Higgins plated grounder to short.
seventh with a single. run of the season tied it
the final run with a twoTrailing by two runs
Williams was on second 1-1 in the second inning. won the first game of
out double.
In the ninth, the Lady
the
double-he
ader
10-2,
after doubling.
Brock hit his second
homer in the fourth, and then had to go into extra
Lee, Muskgrow and Lakers rallied. Lee led
Shoemaker was
innings
in
the
second
Tracy Banks went off with a single.
5-for-5 on the day. Mad- Duncan added his two- game
before winning 2-for-4. Darnell went Muskgrow then followed
run
double
later
in
the
dox went 3-for-3 in the
4-3with single, moving Lee
Inning.
2-for-3.
first game.
to second. Lee and
The host Dodgers
The Lady Lakers
CCHS led 2-0 after five Muskgrow advanced a
Murray and Calloway played their first er- scored two runs in the
innings in the second base on a fielder's
County are playing a rorless game of the fourth inning of the first
game,only to have Mar- choice. With two outs.
double-header today at season. They made 29 game. Rhonda Lee led
shall come back and Billington singled, scorthe Murray-Calloway errors in their first 16 off with a single, then
win.
ing Lee. Muskgrow was
County Park.
games.
moved to second on a
Darnell started the then stranded at third.

SAF
safe
firs(
day

Eric
Rodne
tured
finish(
Tige
Paduc
Fulton
meet '1
The
with 8
St. M
Fulton

Foster sparks Mets' win over Cards

Rotary Club changes
format of golf tourney

- La

The(
girls' t
joyed :
Paduc
Thursdi
The b
have as
The L
blanked
•The La
blanked
For tl

Shoemaker goes 5-5, as Murray
splits double-header with GCHS

Calloway drops two to WICHS

5 BEDROOM
DOUBLEWIDE

2 Baths, Den with Wooctburning
Stove, 1584 Sq. Feet of Living Area
on Approximately 21/2 Acres of Land
west of Puryear, Tennessee, or We
Will Reset on Your Property.

$19,900
$2,000°0
Bank Rates

Down

STARKS
BROTHERS
MOBILE HOMES
Hwy. 641 North
Benton, KY
527-1451
753-2922

Hwy. 121
at Sedalia Y
Mayfield, KY
247-9720

Dill ties for medalist honors

ROPER
OUTDOOR POWER EQUWMENT

Murray High School:s
boys' golf team placed
third out of four teams
at a match in Calvert City Thursday.

Roper3-HP
front tine tiller

Mayfield won with a
146. Reidland edged
Murray for second, 158

•Briggs E, Stratton engine.
•Chain reduction drive
•Folding handles.
•II-inch tines I 7-inch
path.
•2-year limited warranty

Buy a New Car or New Truck at
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet's New Lower Finance Rates

Reg. $369.93
Sal*

$27995

Ropet makeaid*
ALL SEASONS LAWN & LEISURE
205 N. 4th

Murray

1

•
to 159. Graves uounty
Mike Muehleman had a
finished fourth with a 42 and Craig Schwett178.
man had a 43. David
MHS's David Dill tied Sykes and Hugh
for medalist honors with Houston posted 44s.
Hunt Boyd of Mayfield.
They shot 35s
The Tigers host
Lance Balmer fired a Paducah St. Mary and
39 for the Tigers. while Graves County today.

753-4110

Days Some As Cosh, Financing Availablpi

Lou

Contract Term: Rote !Derain,:
30 Months
6.9 Chovotto
36 Months
6.9 S/T Pickups - El Camino
7.9 All Cars, S/T Utility, C/K Pickups
36 Months
9.9 All Other Eligible Lt. Duty Trucks
36 Months
7.9 S/T Pickups - El Camino
48 Months
4$ Months
8.9 All Cars, S/T Utility, C/K Pickups
40 Months
10.9 All Other Eligible Lt. Duty Trucks
60 Months
8.9 S/T Pickups - El Camino
9.9 All Cars, S/T Utility, C/K Pickups
60 Months
11.9 All Other Eligible Lt. Duty Trucks
60 Months
In addition to the rate support program outlined above. GMAC has made it possible for Dwain Taylor Chevrolet to offer vary attractive low monthly lease peyments
under the direct leasing plan (IX.P) up..to 44 Months on ell eligible units. Including
spode, offer on looses with terms of 30 Months or less.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
641 S. Murray

753-2617

1
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Gibbs and Lamb fire 42s, as Calloway
triumphs over Hopkinsville 177 to 208
Paced by two-over 42s
from Joanna Gibbs and
Sherri Lamb, the
Calloway County girls'
golf team defeated
Hopkinsville 177 to 208
Thursday in
Hopkinsville.
The Lady Lakers are
4-0.
CCHS's Terri Lamb
fired a 46, one shot better than Tabethia
Johnson and Shelby
Morgan.

Hopkinsville's Regina
Harkins had tl
day's

best round, an
under 39.

one-

Calloway Invitational adds
open 5,000-meter run to slate
An open 5,000-meter
run will be held at
Calloway's Hawaiian
Tropic Invitational
Saturday at CCHS.
The run starts at 12:30
p.m.
Fleven teams are

scheduled to compete in
the meet.
The preliminary heats
begin at 10 a.m., with
the finals being held
after the 5,000-meter
event.

SCOREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
LINDY SUITER

901 SYCAMORE

Z..1717d-̀.T

753-8355

N...-----4.111
.
=
1 111
.r
staff photo tht Kent Ftr,'wn

SAFE AT SECOND — Calloway County's April Woods slides
safely into second base during the Lady Lakers' 10-2 loss in the
first game of their double-header with Marshall County Thursday at the Murray-Calloway County Park. The Lady Marshals

also won the second game,though they had to go into extra innings to earn the 4-3 victory. Calloway County is hosting Murra
today at the park.

New York
Detroit
Baltimore
Boston
Cleveland
Toronto
Milwaukee

Masengale, Skinner pace Murray victory
Eric Masengale and
Rodney Skinner captured two first-place
finishes and the Murray
Tigers defeated
Paducah St. Mary and
Fulton County in a track
meet Thursday at MHS.
The Tigers finished
with 81 points to 45 for
St. Mary and 19 for
Fulton County.

St. Mary nipped Mur- hurdles, while Chad Garland, Art Bailey and
ray's girls' squad 57 to Lawson was victorious Lawson.
54. Fulton County had in the 440-yard dash and
For the Lady Tigers,
James Westphal won
18.
eighth grader Beth
the nrun.
Masengale won the
Wilson captured the
discus and shot put for
Murray's 440-yard mile and 880-yard runs.
the Tigers. Skinner won relay team — Edwards, Yolanda Greenfield took
the long jump and the Ricky Garland, Jack the long jump in a perKendall and Skinner — sonal best of 15-1.
100-yard dash.
David Edwards cap- won, as did the mile Stephanie Rutledge won
tured the 330-yard low relay team of Westphal. the discus. Ann Green-

field won the 220-yard
dash.
The 440-relay team of
Yolanda Greenfield,
Michelle Jones, Denise
Randolph and Ann
Greenfield won. Greenfield, Jones and Randolph teamed with Tammie Waper to win the
880-yard relay.

- Lady Lakers blank Paducah .Tilghman'
The Calloway County No. 1 Kelly Haskins won
girls' tennis team en- 8-3 over Leigh Gregory,
joyed its match with while No. 2 Amy
Paducah Tilghman Haskins won 8-3 over
Thursday.
Amy Gregory.
The boys' team didn't
No. 3 Liz Marquardt
have as much fun.
defeated Kelly
The Lady Lakers (6-1) McKnight 8-1. No. 4
blanked Tilghman 9-0. Anne-Marie Hoke down,The Lakers (0-6) were ed Shannon Cruse 8-2.
blahked 9-0.
No. 5 Sherry Glassco
For the Lady Lakers, won 8-4 over Alyce

Waller, and No. 6 Beth
Boaz won 8-2 over Lisa
Houston.
The No. 1 doubles
team of Haskins and
Haskins beat Leigh
Gregory and Cruse 8-6.
No. 2 Hoke and Marquardt defeated Amy
Gregory and McKnight
8-2. No. 3 Glassco and
Boaz won 8-1 over Chap-

man and Heflin.
For the Lakers. No. 1
Raybo Dunn lost 8-3 to
Charlie Seabury. No. 2
Scott Adams fell 9-7 to
Boyd Waller. No. 3 Tim
Weatherford lost 8-2 to
Stephen Hines. No. 4
Brad Pritchett fell 8-2 to
Chris Young. No. 5
Darin Loftis lost 8-2 to
Chad Roedemeier. No. 6

-- NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division

G8
New York
St Louis
Pittsburgh
Chicago
Philadelphia
Montreal

3
3
5

Hunt Spc
day & Sat

901 S. SYCAMORE
4.

Cost In ti

Garage Sale- Dennison
Below Cost In the ParkHunt Sporting Goods Friing Lot
day & Sa
27 Most

HUNT'S

Hunt Sp'

Friday 12-6

27 Most
Cost In the Parking Lot
Garage
Hunt S..

RUNABOUTS

Procraft—Astroglass
Celebrity — Mark Twain
Lowe Pontoons t Aluminum Boats
Fabuglass

MACK & MACK

day & Sat

inison
sods FriApril 26
; For

Below Cost In the Parkino Lot

Below Cost In the Parking Lot
nnison
oods FriApril 26
S For
e Park

Saturday 9-6

Garage Sale- Dennisor G&W)Sale- Dennison

Garage Sale- Dennison
.ods Fri

Most Items Way Below Cost
Y

Pf

arage Se
unt Spot
3V &

Sat

27 Mos

This Isn't
Like Any
Ordinary Sale
below

Dennison
g Goods Frilay April 26
ems 'For

ost In the Park

ina Lot

It's Bigger

arage
unt S
ay & Sat
7 Most I
ost In th

April 26
; For

Below Cost In the Park

Dennison

and
Better

than Last
Year

arage

Goods Fri
ay April 26
ems For
Dennison
g Goods Fri

unt Spo
ay April 26
ay & Sat
&
27
Most
hems
For
t7 Most hems For Below
Cost In the Parking Lot

•Bats
'Bags
•Warmups
•Tennis Shirts
'Jerseys
'Baseball Gloves
'Socks
*Jackets
'Athletic Shoes
•T-Shirts
•Gym Shorts
'Swim Suits
•Hats
'Racquetball & Tennis Rockets
•BoUs

MARINE

DENNISON HUNT

Aurora, Ky.—On Beautiful Ky. Lake -474-2251

SPORTING GOODS

Sales and Service 7 Days.4 K.eek

s For
e Park -

slow Cost In the Park g Lot

Enjoy Free Cokes and Reelfoot Hot Dogs
Bank Financing Available To Qualified Buyers

April 26

April 25 & 26

day & Sa

EXPECT A LOT.

oods Fri-

TWO DAYS ONLY

Garage

MURRAY STORE ONLY 1203 Chestnut

'

11

•

3i,
3,
,
3,
,
4

Garage Sale- Dennison

Garage Sale- Dennison

In The Parking Lot

Cost In t

543
5461
417
417
345

753-835

"Garage Sale"

27 Most

5
5
7
7

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

Annual

Garage

YAMAHA

7
5
5
5
5

7:.:.

•••••

Save Hundreds of
Dollars on the Boat of
your dreams!

BASS BOATS

Rct
4
733
6
571
7
533
7
533
7
500
9
400
6
385

DENNISON

OUTBOARDS by

8 a.m. -6 p.m.

No. 1 Dunn and
Adams lost 8-1 to
Roedemeier and Young.
No. 2 Harv Newton and
Weatherford lost 8-3 to
Hines and Cromwell.
No. 3 Jay Newton and
Roger Herndon lost 8-2
to Johnson and Rotton

Seattle at Oakland
L

5
West Division
California
Houston
6
625 _
li,
5
6e.7
Texas
g
5-ti
i
San Francisco
if
:
.
5
7
_
Oakland
8 , 500 2
San Diego
Kansas City
9
24 Cincinnati
467
5
7
:,5
43; :4,:.z.
5
Minnesota
43g
3
Atlanta
8
Seattle
Los Angeles
438
9
7
3
353
i7
5
Chicago
4
10
3 -- -e.•
286
Thursday's Games
Thursday's Games
Chicago 7 Montreal 5
New York 2 Cleveland 1
PhiftaelPhia 4. Pittsburgh 2
Seattle 3 Oakland 1
Cincinnati 3. Houston 0
Friday's Games
New York 5 St Louis 4 II, innings
Cleveland , Candiotti 1-1 i at New York i Niekro to I.
Los Angeles 6. Atlanta 3
in ,
Only games scheduled
Chicago i Dotson 0-21 at Detroit ,Petry 1-2'. in .
friday's Games
Toronto i Alexander 2-1 i at Baltimore i Davis 1.04
Montreal oTabbs 2-0, at Chicago , Eckersle!. ii :
Philadelphia •K Gross 0.2, at Pittsburgh , Heusi riel
Milwaukee , Higuera 1-1 , at Texas 4 Guzman 1-2L 2-11, i n ,
in ,
.
Cincinnati 'Browning 0-1 • at Houston . Ryan 2-2.
Boston , Boyd 1-1 I at Kansas City ,Leibrandt 2-0 i. in i
New York ,Gooden 2-0, at St lama, , Horton o i , , n ,
California , Slaton 2-01 at Minnesota . Blyleven 1-01.
San Francisco I Gott 0-0. at San I oego , Thurmond
in,
1-1, in ,
((cattle 'Young 2-1. at Oakland . Haas 3.0, , n ,
Atlanta 'Johnson 2.0. at Los Angeles , ,Ael• - 1:' 0,
Saturday's Games
in,
chicago at Detroit
Saturdays Games
Cleveland at Neu York
New York at St Louis
Seattle at Oakland
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh
Toronto at Baltimore. in,
Montreal at Chicago
Boston at Kansas City. in,
Cincinnati at Houston , n ,
Milwaukee at Texas, .n i
Atlanta at Los Angeles - n California at Minneota'n ,
San Francisco at San Diego n
Sunday's Games
Sunday's Games
Cleveland at New York
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh
Chicago at Detroit
Montreal at Chicago
Toronto at Baltimore
New York at St Louis
t's141
,
rnia at M4Anrsoteeinctntratrat-MOUSTO-ti----- •'
Boston at Kansas City
Atlanta at Los Angeles
Milwaukee at Texas
San Francisco at San Diego

Garage Sale- Dennison Garage Sale- Dennison
Hunt Sp( •
•
day & Sa
27 Most
Cost In ti

its
BOfit
Ow
time!
Thursday - Sunday

Billy Jack Haskins lost
8-3ma David Johnson.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Cloosion
W
11
s
14
f,
7
6
5
West Division
10
I.
s
7
:-

1•111111
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Notice

Christian
Radio
89.3 FM
Cable Ch. 32
WNKJ-Nopkineville
PAM 5: CAKE HUT is
the place to all the next
time you need a cake tor
They make
arl. reason
kake, ot
all kind s
in,11liting character and
me. city cakes So call
759 4492 or 437-445.5 410
\tam on Court square
• MS Cake Hut- when
oii need a cake tut any
[It'd
rIaU l'am • Cake
Hut -Fheir cakes are
that.\ S. moist
aiid Iced won a butter
rt.,1.21
ii rig
made from
Tht" r

del:Of-at

LI I s ,
upt•rh Hest it all
their prices are great
•
give !is a call
Vie
pm ruse vou 11 he glad
ti ki
759 4 4 :71 2 ,r
4.7 4453 evenings

2

Face
Brick

N

o

o

ti ce

tite

l'nless
still
in
School or College
their family group
hospital insurance
may have expired
due to age. Our
most popular Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive benefits at
reasonable rates.
For free information call:

'
137%

psi-boo

Vowel! &
Son Inc.
Martin. TN
587-2301
Temple Hill
Cemetery
Committee will accept sealed bids
through 5 3-86 for
upkeep
the
of
cemetery for 1 yr
Give bids to John
Grogan, Bob Nanny,
Virginia Woodall,
Leon Duncan or
Larry Roberts

Lordy
Lordy
George
is 40!

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-1199
free local claim .er• ice'

A Bad Time For

PREGNANCY?
Showtime
Movies
Weekend
Special
5 Movies at $9.95

Invitation To Bid
Band Uniform Bids

Fri. to Mon.
Friday Special
Rent 2 Get 1 Free
Due Back Sat.

The Calloway County Board of
Education is accepting bids for 70
band uniforms. The bid specifications are available at the board office during regular business hours.
Bids will be accepted until May
6, 1986.

Showtime Movies
Dixieland Center
753 7731

3

Card

of Thanks

Card of Thanks
We would like to
express our sincere
appreciation to all
those who were so
kind and supportive
in the loss of our
loved one. Thank
you for the lovely
flowers. cards &
food. Special thanks
to
Dr.
Robert
Hughes & nurses,
-Dr. -Howard & the
nurses in C.C.U.
Also. Brother John
Hicks,
Dexter
Church of Christ
singers & Mason
Thomas.
The Family of
Dallas Elkins

INVITATION TO BID
Bids will be received in the
Calloway County Judge/ Executive's Office, Calloway County
Courthouse, Murray, Kentucky. until 1:00 p.m., May 13, 1986, for No.
9M and Riprap, RS-2, AE-200 and
Primer. Materials furnished will be
according to Kentucky State
Highway Specifications.
April. 1986
George H. Weaks
Judge/Executive
Calloway County
Murray, Kentucky

Call

LIFE HOUSE
753-0700
1506 Chestnut
5

Lost and Found

LOST: North of
Kirksey, male. black
Labrador mix Injury
on right paw. leather
collar. Reward. Call
437-4848.
LOST. strayed or
stolen- blonde Cocker
Spaniel, answers to
"Rocky". Reward. Call
753-5696.
MALE black & gray
tabby -cat. lost Friday
night. College Farm Rd.
Red collar. Reward.
Call 753-3734. 753-6758.
6. Help Wanted
9 0 0 PEOPLE for
audience work, small
investment, large return. Call 762-6797.
A NEW Party Plan.
Area supervisor wanted
for Christmas around
the world. Excellent
commission. No investment. ground floor
chance for advancement. Call collect 9282364. -COUNTER help and sales
position for auto parts.
Experience preferred.
Send resume to P.O. Box
1040-F Murray Ky 42071.
GOVERNMENT jobs.
$16.040- $59.230/yr.
Now hiring. Call 805-6876000 Ext. R-8155 for
current federal list.

I DON'T GEr IT
Tl-kAT STUPID KITE
SHOULD JUST FLOAT
INTO THE AIR AS
OION AS YOU LET
GO OF IT!

I SHALL NOW MEDITATE
IN ORDER TO ENRICH MY LIFE

THERE IS NOTHING LIKE
MEPITATION TO GET IN TOUCH
°NE'S SELF

---_ 0

Wanted

Help

6

EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $714.00 per 100
Guaranteed payment
No sales. Details-- send
stamped envelope'
Elan- 332, 3418 Enterprise, Ft Pierce, Fl
33482

tf% OK DM liFITEK
AGE 19?

Start At

6

SELF... IF YOU DON'T GET OUT
OF THIS STUPID POSITION IN
ABOUT THREE 5ECONP5,Y0UR
KNEECAPS ARE GOING
TO FALL OFF!

Help Wanted

Small Personal
Service Business
Ii seeking receptionist
with good communioetion
skills. typing S mime computer
experienc•
necessary Minimum 1 yr
Respon•xperience
sibilities include greeting
public. answering phones
& scheduling appointments. Send resume including current photograph
• salary requirements to
P.O. Boa 1040-K Murray.
Ky. 42071.

gl.BSTITUTE GRANDMOTHER Responsi•
ble. dependable, non
smoking peEson, with
own transpdrtation to
care for newborn infant.
References required`
Position available late
July, Mon. thru Fri.
8a.m. to 5p.m. Send
resume to P.O. Box
1040-B, Murray, Ky.
TALENT- SingersDancers- MusciciansBe a part of Kentucky's
newest most exciting
production. For further
information contact:
Kenlake Music Hall,
Aurora. Ky. 1502 )4748059.
TREACHERS teachersWorld Book Childcraft
needs you to show
World Book products to
parents this summerearn a new set of World
Book for your family
and a set for your
classroom. Call 753-5570
or write 912 Sycamore.
Murray. Ky. 42071.
WANTED 30 overweight people serious
about losing 10 - 29
pounds in 30 days. 100
percent guaranteed.
Call 762-4003.
WANTED: reliable
women to babysit starting immediately. Must
have three references.
Send resume to CJ
Watford, Rt. 5 Box 95.
Murray, Ky.
WANTED: young girl
who lives in the vicinity
of Olive & 4th St. to
babysit. Call 753-7277.

.E(21 A 1,tiPPORTI.

19. Farm

CAD Operator for
mechanical drawing on
micro computer based
system. Training and/or experience req uired. State
qualifications & salary
history: JMD, P.O. Box
1127, Hopkinsville, Ky.
42240.

13-FARMALL with plow
6 disc, excellent condition, 41600. Call 436.2206.
FERTILIZER- Planf
bed- ammonia nitrate 6-24-24 Special prices.
Shoemaker Seed Inc
4th & Chestnut.
FORD Jubilee tractor,
good condition. Call
after 4p.m. 759-4799.
RED Belly Ford tractor, plow, disk, cultivator, bush hog & garden
blade. Call 753-8723
days. 753-9565 after
7p.m.

511,'.11VIER WORK
$360 wk., college
students & gred. H.S.
seniors only. competitive
resume. or portinen,Information to: P.O.
Sox 104041, Murray, Ky.

HELP wanted: 2 experienced cooks, 1 experienced waitress.
Sleady work, above
Federal minimum
wage. Apply in personKy. Lake Lodge Restaurant, Hwy. 68 & 80,
Auaroa, Ky.
MATURE lady to
babysit 2 school age
children, part time now,
full time during summer months, in my
home. Call 753-0127
after 4:30p.m.
NEED a full time sitter
to care for elderly
disabled man in home.
Prefer live-in and/or
shift work. Write P.O.
Box 187, Murray, Ky.
NEED a job? 4 openings
now. You may qualify
if: (1)you do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, (21 you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
you are between ages 16
& 21, call J.T.P.A. Out
Of School 753-9378 between 8:30-12:00 5 days
a week.
NEED babysitter for
school age child in my
home (Kirksey area.
Send resume with references to P.O. Box
1258, Murray, Ky. 42071.

HELP WANTED
The Purchase District Health Department
Diabetes Program has openings for a Nutritionist I-IV and a Community Health Nurse
III-V. Successful applicants will function as
projessional consultants and patient
educators on a nurse/nutritionist team in a
multi-county afea in Western Kentucky.
Primary work base is Mayfield, Kentucky;
there will be daily area travel and some
overnight travel. Six weeks of training in
modern methods of diabetes control, in Lexington. Kentucky, is required soon after
employment.
Nutritionist
Minimum qualifications for the position include graduation from an accredited college or university with a bachelors degree
in home economics, dietetics, or nutrition:
with a minimum of twelve semester hours
in foods and nutrition, and three years experience as a dietician or nutritionist in a
health care facility. Program requirements
also include a masters degree in nutrition
or related area or American Dietetic
Association registration, which may partially substitute for required experience.
Salary is based on education and
experience.
Nurse
Applicants must be graduates of a school
of nursing accredited by the National
League for Nursing and be eligible for Kentucky licensing. A bachelors degree in nursing is required by the Diabetes Program
and experience will be considered in determining beginning salary.
Excellent fringe benefits. Applications may
be secured from the Purchase District
Health Department Administrative Office
or other Purchase Area Health Department. Applications will be accepted until
4:30 p.m. May 7, 1986.

6. Help Wanted

9. Situation

CARPENTER wants
work. Call Rick Brunner 436-2922.
COLLEGE student
wants yards to mow.
Experienced, reliable,
504, off first mowing.
Call 762-2327.
EXPERIENCED day
care worker would like
to keep children in my
home or yours. Call
492-8724 after 4p.m.
LAWNS mowed, anytime. Adult. Call 4362879.
14, Want to Buy
4 CHROME aluminum
or mag wheels, for 13"
or 14" 5-lug for Ford.
Call 753-0167.
MORGAN silver dollars. 1978 through 1904.
AG to AU. Call 753-6784.

refrigerator with textured steel door, only
$8.00 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear 753-0595.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer with 4
cycles, only WOO per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.
16. Home Furnishings
4-PIECE living room
suite. Call 474-2240.
COUCH with chair &
matching drapes. Call
753-8487.
RING size, all leather,
• second m -crti-crn
waterbed. $250. Call
437-4923.
LARGE over stuffed
Chintz sofa, soft pastel
colors, like new, with
matching love seat. Will
sell together or
seperately, $500 for
couch, $250 for love
seat. Sofa table, con
temporary style with
glass top, $75. Large
painting, contempor
ary, earth tones, $75.
Twin size bed, new,
frame and large wicker
headboard, $100. Call
753-6103.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty dryer with 3 temp
selections, only $4.00
per week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.
19. Farm
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Equipment

2290 CASE tractor &
disc, bought new 1980.
Also. 13' John Deere
wheat drill. Call 4892696.
543 WHITE 4 row
planter, conventional &
no till, $1000. 500 gallon
plastic water tank, $175.
4 row cultivator, $250
Set 18-4-38 snap on
duals, $500. 1963 Ford
C700 tilt cab, bad motor.
but good bed. $250. 6
scaffold wagons, $250
ea. Call 489-2697 after
3p.m. or 436-5812 after
5p.m.
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20. Sports Equipment
LIKE new treadmill
walking jogger for sale
or trade for good exercise bike. Call 753-9991.
REMINGTON 270 with
scope; 12 gauge Browning automatic, made in
Belgium; Winchester
1200 12 gauge; 22 Ruger
pistol. Call 753-1208.
22. Musical
GRINELL Brothers
piano, dark oak cabinet,
very good condition.
$1000. Call 753-7867.
RANDALL base amp,
250 watts, piggy back_
18" fold horn speaker,
like new. Call 753-7701
after 5p.m
YAMAHA Spinet piano,
In excellent condition
except for few small
nicks on case_ $1195.
Call 753-7149 after 5p.m.
YAMAHA acoustic
guitar. Call 753-1820.

15. Articles for Sale
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16 Transported
with delight
18 Writing fluids
20 Cipher
21 Algerian
cavalryman
22 Subdued
24 Gasps for
breath
25 Repulse
26 Tangle
28 Disgraceful
conduct pl
33 Toward
shelter
34 Bewitched
36 Inheritor
38 Employs
40 Belated
poetic
41 Sharp
narrow
spades
45 Actual being
46 Southwestern
Indian
47 Conducted
48 Make into
leather
49 Audience
50 Pigpen
53 Faeroe Island
whirlwind

24. Miscellaneous
SPINET/CONSOLE
PIANO FOR SALE:
Wanted: Responsible
party to take over
piano. See locally. Call
1-800-228-1216.
1100 GALLON water
tank, mounted on heavy
duty John Deere
Trailer. Call 753-5894
after 5p.m.
12 x 16 . Inside
measurements. outside
building, shingled barn
style roof.
walls:
753-0299.
ALUM. running boards
fit Chev. Blazer Drop
leaf maple table with
four chairs. Call after
4p.m. 759-9912.
APPLE Ire computer.
disk drive, monochrome mnitor. C.Itoh
Prov.Titer Jr. printer.
Apple Silent type printer, some software.
$1200- call after 5p_rn.
753.7149.
ATTENTION tobacco
farmers! Large bunks
of green slabs, mainly
oak & hickory. U-haul
$7.Also, green
firewood. delivery $25
rick. Call 753-5045 or
435-4414.
Echo Trimmers

599.95
All Seasons
Lawn & Leisure
205 N. 4th 753 4 1 10
BEAUTIFUL wedding
dress with hoop
veil,
fits size 5-7 Call
492-8227.
CUSTOM license plates
at Faye's, 514 Main
753-7743

Landscaping
Crossties
81/2
long $3
New treated ties $12
delivered
435-4383
Coming soon TORO at
Stokes Tractor.
bON T work like a
horse this summer put a
Wheel Horse to work for
See at Stokes
you
Tractor 753-1319.
GARDEN seeds- plants.
fertilizer. Lowest prices.
highest quality
Shoemaker Seed Inc .
4th & Chestnut.
GARDEN tiller, other
garden tools plus hand
tools, chrome dinette
set, chairs. other furniture plus yard sale
Items. See at 512 S 11th
St.
LARGE. large. large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery
Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield.
Ky. 502-247-7831
NEW John Deere lawn
& garden tractors. 650 &
750, bargain priced at
Stokes Tractor, Industrial Road 753-1319

Cross Ties
While They Last
400
Each

Flower pots, brick,
patio pavers, stepping stones.
Closeout on
Maionery Cement
Regular
$350 bag
Ultra Dark
$400 bag

Laird's Brick
Hwy. 641 S
Puryear, TN
901-247-3232
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CLASSIFIEDS
24. Miscellaneous

Wooden
Decks
Patios
Porches
Repairs
Etc.

27. Mobile Homes for Sale
198/ 24x45 double wide,
3 BR, 2 bath, in Hazel.
Large lot, large patio.
Priced to sell. 492 8776
24x44 DOUBLE wide, 1
BR with large Living
room, new carpet. Can
be left on lot. $7500.
759 1083.
BEDROOM Canoncrest,
12x65, partly furnished,
good condition. Call 753
5030 after 5 pm.
NICE 12'x65' with factory 10'x12' addition on
living room. 2 bedroom,
2 bath, central heat &
air. $6,000. 753-3041 or
753-6575 ask for Rusty.

32. Apt s for Rent

41

TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
WANTED: female
roomate to share furnished house. Very
reasonable expenses.
Call Linda 759-4011.

Public Sales

YARD
SALE
Saturday
8 a.m.-1 p.m.
905 Johnny
Robertson Rd.
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Real Estate
WE'VE sold 8 properties in 7 days. We
need listings. Call us
753-1492 Century 21,
Loretta Jobs.
WE have buyers' Call
us to sell. Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
753-1492

48

Auto Services
1978 CADILLAC, Coupe
de Ville, black with black
leather interior. 50 xxx
miles, excellent running
condition, wire wheels,
$1900 Call 753-0951 between 8 am - 2 pm

50.Used

Trucks

53

1979 CHEVY Luy
pickup, 4 wheel drive.
good condition Call
753-0728 after 5p m.
1979 EL Camino truck.
recently upholstered.
79,000 mi., excellent
condition, $3400 Call
753-1898.
1982 CJ7 Jeep. 30.000
miles. excellent condition. Call 753-6919 after
530p.m.
'74 nODGE pickup with
topper, $900. '73 Jensen
Healey convertible,
$3000. 31.000 miles. '81
Yamaha 550 Maxiam
$1500. 3700 miles.
Motorcycle trailer, $75
Call 753-6306.
' 7 8 CHEVROLET
customized van, good
shape. Call 753-4684.

Services Offered

('ARPETS Dirty' Rent
Host
Dn. Carpet
Cleaner at Marks Decorating Center 701 S
4th St or phone 753-0839
CUSTOM tilling gardens & yards SatisfacDon guaranteed
No
jobs to small 753-9702
after 8p.m
DAVE 'S Window
Cleaning Residential.
commercial one & Rao
story. References 10'.
Senior Citizen discount
436-2845 or 753-9873
NCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2311,
for free estimate for
your needs
nENERAL HOM
REPAIR 15 years ex
perience Carpentry
concrete, plumbing
roofing, siding NO JOH
TO SMALL Free estimates. Days 753-6973.
nights 474-2276

53

Services Offered

MOWING. hauling,
pruning, planting roto
tilling
Brush piles,
hedge rows, rubbish
cleaned up, etc Good
prices References Call
Jerry at 759 9661 7 eve
per week
NEED help with spring
cleaning
Will clean out
basements, garages,
carports, attics, will haul
trash and brush Will do
repair work Have good
references Call 753 0379
day or night
NEED your piano
tuned"
, Call Shane at
753 7683
ODD
ob specialist
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing You
name it, I do it You
buy
I install
You
break
I fix Cali 436
2868
PAINTING
Whatever
your neecs int & Ext
painting
stairing.
caulking
washing,
mildew problems sand
blasting. spraying
No
lob to large or small
Over 18 years ex
perience Call Ralph
Worley 8 Sons 759 1050
PAINTING
Exterior
and interior Over 20
yrs experience. Free
estimates Phone 437
4221 or 437 4534

49. Used Cars
1968 CHRYSLER
Newport, one owner,good
NWT dresses, fur44. Lots for Sale
condition, Call 759-1603.
niture, clothes all
1970 VW Beatle, good
753 9440
sizes, toys, crafts &
5 WOODED acres near
shape Call after 4p m.
33. Rooms for Rent
quilts, utility pole
lake, close to Pine Bluff
Mon Wed
753-0366
Black top road. Small
100 amp, a lot of
ROOM for college boys
1974 BLACK Monte
9 12
down
payment.
2 blocks from UniversOwner
odds & ends.
financing at 8%. Call Carlo Landau, pb, ps.
ity. $125 per month
air, new tires, good
NEW tobacco sticks for
753 7531.
including utilities. Call
transportation car.
sale .15 cents each while
753-1267 after 6p.m.
LOVELY partly wooded $600. Call
753-8540 or
they last: George
753-2473.
building lot, 2 miles SE 759-1512.
Patrum. Founder Hill 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
of Murray. $5,500. Call 1974
BLUE Camero, 6cyl,
Rd.. Puryear. TN.
Kopperud Realty 753
OR 3 BR, furnished, 34. Houses for Rent
automatic, ps, new casThurs. & Fri.
Phone 247-5549.
1222.
AC/natural gas. Shady
ette, new paint. Call 753.
BR house on
OAK dr hickory $27.50 Oaks 753-5209.
NEED room- nearly an 6267 after 5 pm.
Office at
Sycamore. Lease or
full rick delivered. Call
acre lot (145x275), city
rerroce 2 BR lease with option to
1974 FORD LTD, excelbuy.
436-2778.
Shady Oaks
water & septic tank with lent
trailer, near Murray. Call 753-4109 or
condition, low
762-6650
PROM dress, size 3, No pets. Call 489-2611.
Infant girls clothes,
bearing
trees
&
vines.
2
or 436-2844.
mileage. Call after
white chiffon, pink trim.
boys clothes size 21
1/2 mi. from town. 6p.m. 7534408.
/
2,
4 BEDROOM house
Purchase price $150. 31. Want to Rent
Terms with owner
size 8. Ladies clothes
1975 DELTA 88, 4 dr.,
located at 1613 Farmer
will sell $60. Call 753financing. 753-8848.
size 8-10. Maternity
ALUMINUM
ps, pb, ac, tilt. Good
Ave.
Nice
yard
with
5561.
clothes size 8-10.
driveway. Will be ready
condition, local, 1 3 or 4 Bedroom
PROTECT your inSERVI
CE CO.
bassinette, other infant
owner. 753-8040 or 753for occupancy May 15.
vestment put a rubber
Aluminum and vinyl
45. Farms for Sale
house to rent in Muritems,
3050
Referen
lots
misc
after
of
ces
5p.m.
require
d.
bed mat in your new
siding. Custom trim
ray. By responsible
Call 753-8588 ask for
35.5 ACRE farm, com- 1975 OLDS Delta 8/3
picku-up truck. Stokes
work. References.
Grant.
Royal
pletely
convert
fenced with good
ible,
family. References
Tractor 753-1319.
Call Will Ed Bailey
loaded,
pasture,
EXTRA
nice
trees, beautiful
complete re2 BR house
PUSH -MOWERS available.
753-0689
Call
built
building
for
engine.
rent
sites, 3 ponds,
at Lynn Grove.
Call 753SELF-PROPELLED HI753-6190.
2351.
stocked with fish
Call 205-766-8402.
GLITTERING by Sears
WHEEL• cheap or
Paved road frontage. 6 1976 CUTLASS 4 door,
LARGE 4 BR, 3 bath, 2
Sears continuous gutexpensive- whatever
Fri. & Sat.
1 / 2 miles from new tires. Call 753-7161
story house near
ters installed for your
your needs! See us
Murray.
Call
1505-A Clayshire
after 5p.m.
753-2280.
Murray. Call 753-6035.
specifications Call
before you buy. Stokes 32. Apts for Rent
1976 RED Camaro, 350
Sears 753-2310 for free
Tractor 753-1319.
S. 16th left on Bel1 BR furnished apt. See SPACIOUS 3 BR house,
46. Homes for Sale
CID, ps, pb, air, 1 5 1 . Campers
formal living & dining
estimate.
irrigation R•sidentsal
REMEMBER your at 100 S. 13th St.
mont,
right
on
owner. Ideal for 1976 SWINGER cam- HAMILTON Cultured
secretary with a balloon 1 BR. near downtown, room, large family
CAMPBE
LL WELL
Clayshire, follow
graduation present. 753- per, 22 1/2 ft Call Marble, tops. sinks
Newly decorated
bouquet from Faye's- $125 month. Call 753- room. 2 baths, kitchen
DRILLING
8 1 4 6 or 7 5 3 - 9 8 9 4 753-8487.
and utility room. Rent
panels. custom mar-it-brick house.
signs.
514 Main, 753-7743. We 7196 or after 5, 753-0292.
McKenoe in
evenings.
$500 per month includMedtcine cabinet sheets
1977 CHAMPION motor vanities Free Est 753deliver.
Ready to move into.
Call Collect
1 BR unfurnished apt., ing all utilities.
1978
blankets
Gran
Christmas
753-1267
Prix,
9400.
trees
901
all
one
home,
352 3671 of
air conditioned
SADDLE UP A HORST located on North 10th
Located 629S. 4th St.
St. after 6p.m. 753-2473.
size clothes turndure new
owner,
901
local
352 5704
car,
very
pb.
ps.
I-IAULI
generator. 22.000
NG
WHEEL HORSE of 753-3182 between 8:30 &
AG Lime
PT/C6 $36,000.
wrdorms baby Items. mut toys
Free Esher-lades
good condition, loaded. actual miles. Priced to will haul and spread
course at Stokes Trac- 3:30.
& books too many items to
Call 753-6612
Phone 753-8744 aftei sell. Call 753-8315.
Call 492-8425
tor, Industrial Road
nwntoon
37, Livestock•Supplies
1 LARGE BR brick
9 a.m.-5 p.m
5p.m.
1979 JAYCO mini motor INSULATION blown in ROOFING, Plumbing,
753-1319.
W -D hookup, carport. REGISTERED Bran•
1978
OLDS
Cutlass
home. 19,000 mi. 1 by Sears TVA ap- Concrete Work. Ac
TOMATO. broccoli, Couples preferred.
No gus cattle. 19 head of
20 ACRES with beauti- Supreme, 2 door, high owner. All the extras. proved Save on those ditions, Painting
pepper plants 1403 pets. $235 a month. Call
outstanding bulls, perful building site, house mileage, mechanically Call 753-5447.
high heating and cool- General Carpentry
Sycamore or call 753- 753-6931.
formance weight avail.
with 3 BR, 1 bath, living sound. $1900 or best 22' PROWLER camper ing bills. Call Sears P A
Molony Co
8931.
2 BEDROOM apt., liv- Also, several choice
room, kitchen with din- offer. See at 802 N. 20th with full bath, air 7 5 3 - 2 3 1 0 for free 753 8 628
Free
have good
ing room, kitchen with females including Pairs
ing area, utility room. St.
Estimates.
conditioner, great con- estimate.
gal. drums. $6 each. AG all appliances furnished bred
& open heifers,
1/4 mile south Lynn 1979 CHRYSLER Cor- dition, $3500.
Also, J.L McKnight & Sons STUMP REMOVAL
Brokers, Industrial Rd. Including dishwasher & Bangs -Free
herd.
Grove. Call 753-5945 doba, good condition. complete camper hitch, Sawmill on Poor
753-4533.
Farm SER VICE
garbage disposal. Util- Priced to sell. 501-598after 5p.m.
$1500.
Call 436-2631.
$150. 753-5685, 247-7739.
Rd. Buyer of standing Mechanically removed
WE repair allna es o
ity room and bath. $250 2664.
2 BR, 1 bath, frame 1979 CUTLASS
10 inches below the
TARCR AFT tent timber. Call 753-7528
lawn mowers! Best plus deposit. 753-1267 REGISTERED
Rackhouse,. with attached Supreme, excellent camper, sleeps 8.
gas JOINER'S complete surface, no damage to
service in town! Stokes after 6p.m 753-2473.
ing mare & gilding,
surrou
garage on large lot. condithsn. Call 753-5439.
nding lawn
stove, ice box, good tree service. 32 vrs
Tractor 753-1319.
2 BEDROOM furnished very gentle, anyone can
Located on Hwy. 68, 2 1979 MONTE Carlo, ac, condition. $750. Call experience
Larry Wood 753 0217 or
A1
HIRLP0ObL apt., close to campus. ride them. Have been
miles west of Fair Alpine stereo, new tires. 753-1591 after 5p.m.
stumps mechanically 1 443 8682.
microwave oven. with
No pets. Avail. May 9. shown & trail ridden:
Dealing. $2500 firm. Make offer. Call anyWET BASEMENT? We
removed 10'' below
700 watts cooking $170 per month. Call 753-9390.
354-8191.
52. Boats-Motors
make wet basements
time 489-2446.
surface_ Call 753-0366
power, only $4.50 week
753-5980.
YEAR old Angus calves
2 BR modern home on 3 1979 OLDS Delta 88. 2 14 FT. fiberglas
dry
Aork completely
Rudoph Goodyear, 753- 2 BR apt,, refrigerator. weighing
s bass LEE'S CARPET
lots with garage, storage door, loaded with ex- boat, 40
ap•
Call or
0595.
H.P. Mercury CLEANING. For all guaranteed
range, dishwasher. proximately 450-600 lbs.
Br guest house. Located tras, $2850. Call trailer,
depth finder, your carpet & upholst- write Morgan Con
disposal. Lease & de- Still looking for a good
off Hwy. 280, in walking 759-4810.
trolling motor. 753-9778 ery cleaning. For a free slructon Co Rt 2, Box
posit required. $285 a home. 489-2284.
distance of the lake. 1980 RENAUL
409A, Paducah, Ky
Push Mowers
estimate call 753-5827
T LeCar, after 5p.m.
month. Call 759-1503.
Priced to sell. 436-5495.
Young BEEFMASTER
42001 or call 1 442 7026
good condition, $995. 1972 EBKO 15' tunnel Satisfied references
2 BR duplex with car- BULLS: Regist. &
2 BR modern home with Call after 5p.m.
sia,ir q oiS119•
WI:_.DEY Welding Ser
LICENS
ED
Electrici
an
1
port on Stadium View Commercial. Arterburn
shed, garden spot and 753-7783.
vice Nor, 121 Collwa
for
residen
with
Sat.
8:30
tial
trailer.
and
a.m.
No
engine.
Dr. Central heat and Farms.. Wickliffe-- 876well. $12,500. Call 436- 1981 BONNE
411 Seasons
ter POI-table & Shob
commerc
$600.
ial
Call
Heating
VILLE
753-8512
or
air,- all appliances. 7248.
1660 Ryan Ave. 5439.
and air condition, gas 189 2'25
Brougham, white, 753-6149.
Lawn & Leisure carpeted, deposit re3 BEDROOM brick. burgundy inside, $4500. 1977 MARK
Couch & chair, night
Twain, 1642 ft installation and repair. WILL haul white rock.
quired. No pets. 38. Pets-Supplies
new roof. TVA insula- Call 436-2206.
205 N. 4th 753 4110
sand, lime, rip rap and
Trihull. 140 in- Phone 753-7203
stand, recliner. T.V.,
Married couples ARC registered Collie
tion, large shady lot, 1981 BUICK
Regal, boardoutboard, open M OBILE HOME masonary sand, coal
toys,
children's
preferred. Available pups, $125. Call 759-1509.
Like new central gas loaded, with
moon roof. bow, new seats and inter- Specialist Repair and dirt grave/ fill sand.
25. Business Services
May 1. 753-1799 after
clothes, books, car
a
BEAGLE & puppies,
$5,000. Call 753-0326, ior, full instrumentation. preventative mainten- Call Rage, Hudson
electric AC & gas water 759-1201.
JOYCE Noel- reseat, shoes & lots of
high bred. Call 759-4609.
Good condition $4.000. ance. Roofs. floors. 753 4545 or 753 6763
heater. Built-in Frigidgistered investment FEMALES wanted to
misc. items.
plumbing, wiring. WINDOW cleaning 20
1981 DODGE Omni 753-5641
aire appliances. Low
representative with share house on 41. Public Sales
Miser, 4 dr., 4 spd., AC, 1978 15' MONARCH hurricane straps 759- years exper.ence 901
Hamilton St,, near Unutility bills. Near UnTwomey Securities Inc
782 311e Also. CdS'", for
$2100. Call 762-4061 be- bass boat with 35 h.p. 4850.
iversity. 753-3330.
of Benton, Ky. Call for iversity Inn. Nice place.
fore Sam, after 5p.m. motor, depth finder, MOODY 'S Mower OW'. CIC money. gold
everything furnished.
free consultation
4 BR (2 upstairs), living or anytime
foot control trolling Service
Sat. & Sun.
e,r• copper* cents
pickup and
IRA's, Keoghs. Mutual 753-4101 after 9p.m.
& dining room, full
delivery Call 753 5.668
ceic nncs
1981 FORD Escort sta- moor. Call after 4p.m
Funds
Member: FURNISHED apts.
basement, double gartion wagon, ac. excel- 753-0366
Renting now- available
NASD. SIPC, 489-2440.
age. Approx. 2 acres, in
lent condition. $2950 or 30' HOUSEBOAT. real
in May. Adults only- no
Yearry's Tree
Fri.
&
city
limits. Aluminum
Sat.
The
good condition. sleeps 6.
best offer. Call 762-6159,
Saturday
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
pets. Zimmerman
siding. Newly de8
$3500.
Yard Service
Call 527-1172.
8-5
Tape Doctor
corated. $37,500. Call 1981 GRAN Prix Pon7 a.m.
1977 MOBILE home, Apartments. S. 16th St.,
tiac. 47 ,xxx mi . 33' NAUTALINT
753-6609.
Free
Estimates
Have
your
753-5302.
broken or
Sherwood Forest
12x60, new central air
burgundy, pb, ps, ac. houseboat 1967. T200's,
121 S. turn on
twisted VHS blank
owner. a modern 3
unit. new underpinning. IdUR-Cal apts. NorPhone
436-2562
Phone 753-5447.
gen.. VHF, $15,000
King Richard Dr.
BR brick home on 6
stove, refrigerator, thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
tapes or movies fixed.
280, 1 mile turn
492-8542
753-4065
evenings
1981
.
LINCOL
N
Mark
Now
renting
.
Equal
storm windows & doors
Baskets, brass, acres, 6 miles NW of VI, good
Coll 753-4663.
on 1st Gravel Rd.
condition, all HUNTER sailboat,
Experienced
Murray off hwy. 783
Very good condition. Housing Opportunity.
glass,
antiqu
es,
power,
1977.
25'.
computer
Include
.
68,000
759-4984.
s
Violin, house plants,
with a 28x30 garage &
$8500 Call 759-4866.
Johnson 10 h.p.. main.
some furniture &
work shop. Relocating mi. 753-3722.
collection of small
1082 3 BR, 2 bath, NEAR university, fur1981 LINCOLN Town jib, genoa. Sleeps 5.
this
summer
.
$60,000
central air. gas. Excel- nished apt. Electric
more.
appliances.
$8500. Phone 753-9452.
firm, by appointment car, Signature series
lent condition Call 436- heat & air, living
Excellent condition. PONTOON. 1984. aqua
room/kitchen comonly. 753-0302.
5541.
patio, 1984 Johnson 60
GOVERNMENT homes Call 437-4606.
1982 FRIENDSHIP bination, bedroom, bath
from $1 iU repair). Also 1986 MAZDA D-2000. h.p., capacity 10, excel14x70, custom built. with shower and tub.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
delinquent tax pro- 12,000 miles. Call 753- lent condition. Includes
extra nice. central Well insulated for low
perty. Call 805-687-6000 9457 before 2p.m or dual gas tanks, deluxe
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
heat,air, sell with or utilities. $135 deposit.
furniture with covers,
$135 mo. Available May
Ext. GH- 8155 for after 5p.m
OVER
with/out furniture
' 7 4 CHEVROLET canopy, ice chest. table
information.
Call 753-6052 after 3. 753-4560.
20 YEARS
&
ladder
.
$6000.
NOW renting 2 BR apts.
NICE 2 bedroom home. Caprice. 4 door. $400.
6p.m,.
EXPERIENCE
753-9452.
at Embassy and 1 BR
recently redecorated. in Call 753-7523.
SEVERAL 10' & 12' apts.
Cabin
TtICHLINE semi-V 14'
next to
at other locations.
city
limits.
Near
School
mobile homes. Ideal for Days 753-0268
NEED A CAR? boat, 25 h.p. Johnson
MOVED:
Brass Lantern, & shopping area. Re. nights
lake or rental, furnished 753-3530.
motor, trolling motor &
asonabl
409
y
priced.
No
Credit
For
.
SUNBURY CIRCLE
Aurora, Ky.
or unfurnished, AC. 1 or
battery. Call 753-4657
2 bedroom Apartmore information call
•
Negotiable. 753 5209.
Furniture, carpet &
after 530p.m.
BEHIND BUNNY BREAD
No Interest.
Woodcraft, ceramics,
ment near downtown
Wilson Real Estate
•
SPRINGHILL 24x56 Murray. Call 753-4109
clothes.
753-3263 or Wayne Wilwood ducks, ceramic
•
or
MURR
Call
AY,
Samm
KY.
y
53.
Services
Offered
753-5
mobile home, 3 BR, 2 762-6650.
940 •
son 753-5086.
ducks, hand painted
• .11 • • • • • •
bath, shingle roof, ONE bedroo
OOOOO • • Ill •
at 753-6448
2 MEN want to do yard
NICE tan brick house. 1
m apt.,
wood
items
porch, decks, new re
work Tree trimming.
stove, refrigerator, wa1/2 stories, basement,
76 ELDOgADO
mote satellite dish Call ter furnished.
V
garage, central gas Cadillac, beige in 8 out removal of unwanted
$135 a mo. -....._
759 9238
trees & shrubbery. mow
No pets please. 753-3949.
heat/air. Ideal for with new tires,
low yards. light
hauling &
single, couple or family
miles Call 436-2206.
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
wood for sale Free es314 N. 6th. 247-4386
'78 PONTIAC wagon, timates. 753-0680
or 759OFFERING
weekends. after 4 p.m.
Proceeds go to
pb, ps, ac, $900. Call 1683.
daily.
Automobile
Guorentiseid Issue
Humane Society
753 7459
ALL type masonry
OWNER must sell in
Homeowners
Senior Citizens
79
T
BIRD,
roof,
T
work,
block,
Sat., April 26th
brick.
next 2 weeks- lake house
Fire
Cale
ncAesr
loaded,
AM
FM
Pioneer
concret
drivewa
e,
ys.
in plush condition, 2 BR.
Life
8:30-3:00
Send resume,salary requirements,
cassette,
above
average
sidewalk
patios,
s,
house
2 baths, large kitchen,
Term
1713 Farmer
all related work experience. No
For Free Analysis & Quotes
living room 26x15. great condition. $2800. 753 foundations, new
Universal Life
7621.
chimney
s
or chimney
room 26x24, garage
Household items,
phone calls, no visits.
'83
OLDS
repair.
Delta,
2
door,
25
years
ex27x15. House built in
115 S. 13th
Call
games,
books,
Craft items, sweat
perience. Free es'79-80. Approximately 1 owner Call 753 5-421
P.O. Box 9725
Murray, Ky.
garden tools, lawn
timates.
Dr.
Hopki
Tom
Call
n
Charles
2,200 sq.ft. Private boat CHEVY Monza 1978,
shirts and T-shirts,
Paducah, Ky. 42002
42071
furniture, many other
good condition. TV. Barnett 753-5476
dock. Make me an offer
(502)
753-6202
misc. items.
APPLIANCE
Quasar 19' color, ex
Call 753-3530 after 4p.m.
items.
Kenmore.
TWO miles aw
of cellent condition Call SERVICE
Murray, energy ef- 762 4 3 8 3 from Westinghouse.
Whirlpo
ol 23 years
ficient brick home, on 4p.m 10p.m
two acres, with shade NICE red 2 door, '76 experience. Parts and
service.
Bobby Hopper.
trees 5 BR, 2 baths, Maverick, 25 mpg, 38,
Bob's Appliance Sec
L R. with fireplace. 000 mi, on rebuilt 6 cvl
dining space, kitchen automatic. ps, ac, vice. 202 S 5th St
Business 753-4872. 436
N. 18th St. & 121 Bypass
with microwave. dis- stereo $775 obo 753
5848 (home)
hwasher & disposal. 5901.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Florida room, den. utilFactory authorized for
ity, 2 car garage, has 50 Used Trucks
Tappan. Keivinator and
cable
Will consider 1986 CHEVY
pickup 366 Brown. Service
trade for smaller home
on gas
short wheel base, ps.
Reduced to sell Phone
and electric ranges
pb. Also riding lawn micro
753-2615
waves, dismower Call 492.8595 hwas
hers, reafter 5p m
47
Motorcycles
frigerators. etc Earl
1972 (ITEVROLET Van. Lovett. 354-6956
or 7531979 YAMAHA Enduro 6 cyl , 3 speed
trans- 5341
125 cc Call 753.2798 mission. Call 436-2594
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
after 5p m or during
1972 CHEVROLET
day 753 0180 ask for
pickup. V-8 straight
Gofti
Silver
Mark
shift. orange, excellent
Terms 10% Down
Balance 30 Days
Closed
Closed
1080 YAMAHA 6515 body & motor.
$2500
Special.
8500 Call 753
Yesterday 346 20
Yesterday
Also, 1979 4-wheel drive.
5.16
4763
Chevrolet Silverado
Opened
Opened
Orkil(
921
1081 SUZITKT. less than pickup. red, excellent
II
Today
•
345.10
Today
5.12
7,000 miles. $1200 Call condition, $4500 Both
Go out 94 East turn
Let Rex give you a
436-2206
Loretta
Down
may
be
1.10
seen
Jobs
Realtor
on
Down
Hwy
04
68,
s
left at Happy HolideV
price on your sep1883 YAMAHA 225 three 2 miles west of Fair
Coroploto•lits of
Travel on to Van
%%heeler, excellent con- Dealing 354-8191
tic tank & backhoe
LAMB & TAYLOR
VERNON S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
Cleave
Rd. 7th
dition Call 435-4325 1976 DODGE 1 2 ton
work
713 S. 12th Murray Ky. 42071
AUCTION SERVICE
house on right.
after 4 30p m
van 6 cyl straight shift
tic & Bonded in Ky & Tenn Form No 1445
751 7111
1985 HONDA 3 wheeler
Baby bed, clothes.
mag wheels, has bed
Joe Pet Lamb
W.• boy Gold Silk., A. Moolllll d•
like new
Make offer
Ice box & sink $1300 or
Doug Taylor
etc. Avon & Stanley
1101.1• 10 6 °arty
Clogo•rl Soodov
Call Marc after 5p m
best offer Excellent
502 492 8527
30 yrs. experience
901 247 3784
orodtwts,
753.5623
shape 753-0915
'Satisfaction Is Our Cry

CARPORT
SALE

1984 Mazda
Sport LE
Pickup Truck

Black & silver
with silver bed
cover. Must sell
- reduced to
$4600.
Call 753-3174

BIG
YARD SALE

rr

r

Carport
Sale

Saturday
April 26th
8 a.m.-1 p.m.
Bee Creek Dr.
Box 65-A

Huge
Yard Sale

95

YARD
SALE

MOVING
SALE

ny

CORI:ifs

YARD
SALE

717 Poplar
8 a.m.-?
Thurs., Fri.
and Sat.

Full Time Asst. Manager
Ky. Oaks 10 Theatres

Kiwanis
Gun & Knife Show

Sat., April 26th -9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sun., April 27th -9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Over 500 Ft. of Displays
Calloway County Middle School
College Farm Road

YARD
SALE

GARAGE
SALE

/
opkins Insurance Agenc
[

Fri. & Sat.
25th & 26th
108 N. 7th St.

YARD
SALE

YARD
SALE

MULTI
FAMILY
CARPORT
SALE

YARD SALE
Saturday
Van Cleave
Road

AUCTION

April 26, Saturday 10:00 a.m.

Saturday Only ' Behind
Court House
8 a.m.-?
Annex on
Industrial Rd.
Maple St.
behind
Interstate
Saturday
Battery
8 a.m.-?

1203 Poplar
Sat. Only
7 a.m.-Noon
•

IOW

Yard
Sale
April 25-26
8 a.m.-12 noon

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

753-9224
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A work of art

OBITUARIES
Dr. Hugh I. Houston

Mrs. Pearl Miller

Justice
ask bar:
aldheim
A SH I NGTON I AP 1
- A .Justice Departmont memo says
former United Nations
Secretary-General Kurt
Waldheim should be
prohibited from entering the United States
because he "lacks
credibility" about his
World War II activities.
according to news
reports
Neal Sher. chief of the
.lastice Department's
()fl ue of Special Investigations, wrote the
memo urging that
Waldheim be barred.
the news accounts said.
.Justice Department
spokesman Patrick
Korten confirmed that a
recommendation had
been made by Sher. but
Korten refused to say
what it was.
With all due respect
to the position and
achievements attained
by Waldheim after the
war. it is clear that he
lacks credibility with
respect to his
whereabouts and activities during the war,"
Sher was quoted as saying in today's
Washington Post.
The Post and The New
York Times reported
that Sher said
Waldheim's „name
should be placed on the
Immigration and
Naturalization Service's
"1.VatCh list" of deportable aliens.

Hog market
Federal state Market N•II/111 %emir.
Aped Li. 11111
Keletorky Purchase area Meg Marital
Itepeet Include*• Itsyliai Madam
iterelpbs - Set. did Eat. IMO Mamma
431/18 Moody nom Weedy
VS I 1110 NO Ma.
ITS I I WI MI IS,.
VS t 1 MIMI Lima
VS 1 4 15111‘141 Lbs.
Sows
us I t MSS Lbs.
IA I PM-4111
VS Is MISSMS Lbs
US 11 Over OM Lbw
US LS MOM 1,5.
asses 1111.1briss

Mrs. Pearl Miller, 83.
Hazel, died at 10 p.m.
Thursday at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by a
daughter. Mrs. Harold
(Janice) Wilkerson.
three sisters. Myrtle
Orr, Mrs. Coy Cletie
Douglas and Mrs. Jack
(Jessie ) Humphreys,
and a brother, Jewel
Paschall, all of Hazel.
Also surviving are three
grandchildren and one
great-grandchild.
Her husband. Hobart,
and a son, Hal Miller.
preceded her in death.
She was a member of

the Hazel Baptist
Church where funeral
services will be conducted at 2 p.m. Saturday. The Rev: James
Garland will officiate
and Oneida White will
provide music.
Burial will be in Oak
Grove Cemetery. Serving as pallbearers will
be Buster Paschall.
Hoyt Miller, Paul Dunn,
Jerry Humphreys,
Henry Orr and Bob
Miller.
Miller Funeral Home
of Hazel is in charge of
arrangements. Friends
may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today.

Donnie Felts
Donnie Felts, o30,
Bardwell, died at 11:30
p.m. Wednesday.
An employee of
Westvaco. Felts is survived by his wife, Donna
Rushing Phelps of Bardwell. Also surviving are
his parents, Wayne
Felts and Dathel
Frizzell of Bardwell and
a son, John Felts,
Bardwell.
Other survivors include a sister, Glenda
Jones, Arlington, and
two brothers. Timmy

Felts and Terry Felts,
both of Bardwell. A halfbrother, Wayne Upshaw, lives in Paducah.
His foster parents,
Bob and Barbara Lax,
live in Murray as do a
foster sister. Susan Lax
and a foster brother,
Michael Lax.
Funeral services will
be at the Milner Funeral
Home of Bardwell at 2
p.m. Saturday. Burial
will be in Roselawn
Cemetery.

(E) 1988 Unwersal Press Syncecate

Funeral ar- the University of
rangements for Dr. Kentucky.
Hugh L. Houston, 77. a
His medical degree
Murray physician for
was earned at Vander•- more-than 50 years, who- b i It University.died Wednesday at the
Nashville, in 1933.
Methodist Hospital and
where he also comMayo Clinic in
pleted his internship in
Rochester, Minn., have
pathology.
not been completed. acAfter their father's
cording to J. H. Chur- death, he and his
chill Funeral Home.
brother helped organize
A funeral home the Houston-'McDevitt
spokesman said that ar- Clinic and Hospital.
rangements should be
Although the clinic
completed later today transferred its hospital
and that an announce- operation to the local
ment should be community hospital
available for Saturday's many years ago, it connewspaper.
tinued as an office
Dr. Houston's death building for more than
followed a lengthy il- 20 doctors until 1976
lness. The family has re- when it was destroyed
quested expressions of by fire.
sympathy be in the form
Until recently, he had
of contributions to the been working out of his
newly created Hugh L. office in the hospital's
Houston Memorial Medical Arts Building
premedical scholarship and seeing patients in
fund at Murray State the Westview Nursing
University. Contribu- Home in Murray and the
tions should be made in long-term care unit at
care of the University the hospital.
Foundation.
In 1982, the hospital
The son of one of named the long-term
Calloway County's care unit is his honor —
earliest physicians, Dr. Hugh L. Houston Long
Edward Brent Houston, Term Care Unit. Among
Dr. Hugh Houston is its 40 patients are
survived by his wife, several to whom he has
Hontas Kelly Houston. been administering for
1203 Crestwood Place. many years.
Murray: two nieces.
Houston was a former
Mrs. George ( Gayle
president of the KenPappas. Denver, Colo.. tucky Medical Associaand Greer. Houston, tion and one of the
Nashville, and one founders of its KMA
nephew. Dr. Hal Scholarship Fund,
Houston Jr.. Murray.
which encourages
Other survivors in- physicians to serve in
clude for great-nieces rural areas.
and five great-nephews.
He also was long acAlthough well beyond tive in the American
retirement age at his College of Chest Physideath. -Dr. Hugh," as cians, and served on the
he --was -atfectionately board of directors of
known, was widely Kentucky Blue Cross_
recognized as -a.-real
country doctor."
Locally, he was a
A brother. Dr. Hal member and former
Houston Sr., was one of chairman of the board
the area's most promis- of directors of Peoples
ing surgeons before he Bank, Murray. and a
and his wife died in a member of the board at
house fire in 1952.
Dees Bank of Hazel and
-DT.--Houston- attended--the- Murray -Lambe rMurray State Normal Company. A member of
School as one of its first the Methodist Church,
students before com- he also was a member of
pleting his pre-med and the Murray Rotary Club
masters degree work at for 54 years.

vol- that hand,

aher nand!.
ic
And you've Slot
another woman in it
you're Jcyrnecit'

Linda Swift Reeder

"A quilt is definitely a work of art, not a craft,"
says Meredith Schroeder (pronounced Shriderl.
With help from her husband Bill and daughter
Lynn Loyd, she is responsible for the organization
of the American Quilter's Society (AQS) whoie
headquarters are in Paducah, Kentucky. The AQS
has a spacious second-floor suite in an antebellum
mansion atop a gently rolling hill. The lower floor
is a labyrinth of offices and workrooms which
house Schroeder Publishing Company, where the
Schroeder's sons also work.
"It was through the publishing company that the
Idea for AQS originated," Meredith explains."We
deal mostly in antique publications and there was
a great demand for quilt books. So we went to a
few quilt shows and then we decided to form the
society."
With access to large-scale mail order facilities,
the Schroeders sent out 80,000 promotional
brochures in February, 1985. According to Meredity, "The response has been overwhelming. In less
than a year, AQS has already acquired a membership of 11,600." December 31, 1985 was the
deadline for charter members, who received a
lovely lapel pin in addition to their other benefits.
For a fee of $15.00 per year (less for 2 and 3 year
memberships) an AQS member receives the
AMERICAN QUILTER. (Their fourth issue has
been published) This quarterly magazine contains
many color photos of quilts, professional articles
about quilting, feature stories about quitters, cutout quilt patterns, and announcements of quilt
shows and contests.
A member also receives discounts on quilting
books. Meredith shows me one of these books titled AMERICA'S PICTORIAL QUILTS. Its 112
pages contain 200 color photographs and it retails
at bookstores and quilt shops for $19.95.
Members are admitted free to the annual AQS
quilt show and contest. (Admission is $3.00 for
others) "We had our first show at Paducah's
Riverfront Executive Inn on April 26th through
28th, and about 8,000 people came from all over
the United States and Canada," Meredith says. It
is not difficult to see why this show attracted so
many people. Over 400 pieces of quilt art were
hung, with entries from 46 states, District of Columbia, Canada and Japan. Prospective contestants send color slides of their work to a contest coordinator for initial screening. (There is a
$5.00 entry fee for anyone who is not an AQS
member)If accepted, the quilt (with an attached
"sleeve" for hanging) is then sent to AQS headquarters to be displayed and judged.
"Our winners are selected by nationally-known
certified judges," Meredith explains. "We have
two from the National Quilters Association and
one other. The work is judged on Monday and
Tuesday and selections are macieby Wednesday.
We hang the pieces on Thursday, announce the
winners on Friday morning,and the show is open
for viewing through Sunday."
-Thts shovrob viousty attitacts-a large number ofexcellent entries because of its impressive prizes
which totaled over $25,000.00 in cash. "This is one
way our show differs from so many others,"
Meredity says. "We feel quilters should receive
nice monetary awards and not only ribbons in
recognition of their contributions to the arts.
There are categories for both amateur and professional quilters which include patchwork, appli-

que, and other techniques. Entries may be submitted by individual, team, or group quilters. In addition to first, second, and third place winners, a
$10,000.00 Best of Show Award is given. This work
becomes the property of AQS and will be displayed
in the planned National Quilt Museum, Archives
and Headquarters.
During the three day quilt exhibition, many
other activities are offered. These include, for an
additional fee, numerous and varied workshops,
lectures, fashion shows, and antique quilt appraisals. The highlight of the show is probably the
awards banquet on Friday night.
Meredith informs me the AQS's 1986 show will
be held on May 2-4 at the location mentioned
above. Cash awards have been raised to $27,000.00
for the 12 categories and Best of Show Award. An
added feature will be a Quilt Art '86 autographing
party. "All quilt artists featured in the AQS Quilt
Art '85 and '86 calendars have been invited to participate," she says. These calendars, which have
a color photograph of a quilt on every page, retail
for $8.95.
"We feel that AQS offers our members another
unique benefit," Meredith adds. "Four times a
year, we publish a full-color catalogue of
members' quilts for sale. Each catalogue contains
a least a hundred photographs. We advertise it in
nationally-known magazines for $4.00 which will
be refunded to the buyers on their first purchase.
We'll be featuring "new" and "antique" (or old)
quilts. AQS members can consign up to five quilts
for sale in each catalogue, and if a quilt is not sold
in six months, we return in to the member at our
expense. We add a fifteen percent service fee to
the quilter's asking price." She smiles, shrugs,
"But this won't even cover our cost."
Other plans for the near future include the
publication of a book entitled THE QUILTS AND
QUILTERS OF KENTUCKY,1850-1985. Meredith
would like to see state coordinators document both
historical and present-day quilts and quitters in
every state and quality books produced of their
work.
From the short time I have spent at the
American Quilter's Society headquarters and
subsequent perusal of the AMERICAN QUILTER
magazine and the '86 Quilt Show and Contest
material, I perceive that AQS is no small-time project. "The goal of AQS," Meredith has told me
with conviction, "is to promote quilters and give
them the recognition, including monetary awards,
that they deserve." With the dynamic, creative
energies of Meredith Schoeder behind it, I feel certain that AQS will achieve this and more

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
HELPS PAY THE BILLS MEDICARE DOESN'Y
in or Out of hospital. Some plans pay from
20(' up to 100f;'r of approved charges. Pays
on doctor's office visits.
For More Information Call

Tony Montgomery Insurance
753-7419 after 5 p.m.

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Previous Close
Air Products
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear

+5.58
1831.72
80/
3
4 + 1/2
24% unc
37% + 1/8
37% .1/8
34% unc
493/8 unc
19% -%
57% -%
81 5/a •%
713
/
4 +1%
1
4
81 1/4 +/
713
/
4 -%
411% +%
31% +1
/
4

I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrico
Kmart
Kroger
Overnight Trans.
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
L".S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's .
C.E.F. Yield

WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

1593/4 +2%
63% -%
24 unc
46/
1
2 •1
/
2
52 +1,/s
321/4 + I/4
70 •1
/
4
51% +/
1
4
71% .%
45 +%
33
74% -%
371/4 •/
3
4
42% +/
1
2
21'A -1
/
2
6.76

OUR FINEST INTERIOR PAIN

SUPERIOR
QUALITY
• Covers In One (. a>at
• Mort. Durobb: 11 .iiì
Regulor Palm 'N1-11.A1 1-1N111

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
753-3366

99
A DIFFERENCE YOU CAN SEE.

A DIFFERENCE YOU CAN FEEL.
Ask about our wifoneN buck guaraniee tat thew (*At 1101 I e dealer.

•

Individually Custom Created
For Your Windows

.\t

THE ALL-NEW
1986 MAZDA B2000.

\V!.\\

I OWES I PRICED LEADING IN I PORI FRI. K IN AMERICA
WI I H ALL I HESE SI-AND/WE)FTAI LIRES.
The B2000 comes with a responsive overhead cam engine, 5overdrive, steel-belted radials, ventilated front disc brakes,
welded steel double-wall cargo bed, tinted glass, brushed nap full
carpeting, and intermittent-action windshield wipers. Plus one
of the roomiest cabs in its class.
All standard at a price that makes
it an exceptional value.
n
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Give your home a dramatic, exciting new look
with Del Mar vertical
Hinds. Hurry in and
ave today.
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01 .1i GOAL IS TO SELL 20 TRUCKS IN 5 DAYS

CARROLL MAZDA
800 Cheontit—Murra‘, k v.
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